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Abstract 

This thesis describes a variety of experiments, many using advanced signal 

processing techniques, and electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs). The 

first sections of this thesis describe the application of the pulse-compression signal 

processing technique with EMA Ts. This has been shown to improve the signal-to

noise ratio without the use of high levels of signal averaging, and thus potentially 

increases the speed of measurements. Ultrasonics thickness measurements and 

imaging were carried out to show that pulse-compression can be applied to the 

testing of the metals. The work was extended to demonstrate the successful 

measurement of fill level in drinks cans, and the detection of foreign bodies using 

fan-beam tomographic imaging in the drink cans. 

This thesis also describes the application of a continuous wavelet transform 

(CWT) to EMA Ts. The technique was applied to experimental EMAT data in thin 

metal plates, to identify propagation of so, ao, a), SI and S2 modes in an aluminium 

plate from one waveform. To illustrate the usefulness of the approach, the extracted 

multiple modes were applied to tomographic reconstructions of artificial defects in 

plates. This thesis also describes metal texture measurements using EMA Ts and 

wavelet processing. The work described in this section focuses on the multi-scale 

discrete wavelet method where the analysis in time and in wavelet scale is discrete 

as opposed to the CWT. The use of discrete wavelet processing for signal analysis 

can improve the performance of EMA Ts data in highly noisy environments. 

Another section describes the use of the micro-stereolithography (MSL) 

process to fabricate EMATs, and this is followed by a description of the Synthetic 

Aperture Focussing Technique (SAFT) algorithm used to reconstruct images of 

data obtained from these EMA Ts. Finally, results are given, demonstrating that the 

EMA Ts can be used to perform NDE inspections. The thesis also contains 

conclusions and suggestions for further work. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Ultrasonics is a powerful tool for the Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) 

of materials. NDE can be used to determine structural integrity, for flaw 

detection, and the measurement of stress and microstructure changes. It can also 

be used to study and characterise the elastic properties of materials. Ultrasonics 

can provide information on materials through a combination of velocity, 

attenuation, frequency change and other measurements [1-5]. 

In general, the accuracy and speed of many ultrasonic techniques can be 

hampered when using conventional piezoelectric transducers which need a 

coupling fluid. More rapid ultrasonic testing may be achieved using non

contacting methods [6-10], including air-coupled ultrasound [11-19]. In this 

thesis, advanced signal processing techniques are applied to Electromagnetic 

acoustic transducers (EMATs) and investigated for material testing and 

imaging. By combining signal processing techniques and EMATs, one can 

improve the overall performance of an EMAT system. 

1.2 Aim and Motivation 

EMATs have not been used widely in NDE applications, because they 

have several limitations that can limit their effectiveness, giving low signal-to

noise ratio (SNR). It is well known that low transduction efficiency is the major 

weakness in EMATs. In addition, the broad radiation patterns of the waves into 

the solids can reduce the ultrasonic energy to be concentrated on the target flaw. 

This is undesirable for ultrasonic imaging for flaw detection, because it is 

difficult to distinguish the flaw echo from the received signal. Furthermore, 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 2 

EMA Ts can be sensitive to more than one ultrasonic mode and each of which 

can travel at different speeds, causing interference with the signal of interest. 

This characteristic makes received signals difficult to interpret directly. 

The existing problems and limitations of EMATs are investigated in this 

thesis. Many problems can be resolved by using recent advances in signal 

processing techniques. In recent years, sophisticated algorithms have emerged 

to improve many ultrasonic measurements. Various methods have been 

developed in signal processing to enhance measurements for on-line 

applications. For example, the split-spectrum processing technique [20-22] has 

been developed to SNRs, based on the splitting of the received signal at a given 

location over a set of selected frequencies. Several other signal-processing 

filtering methods have been used to enhance the time-resolution and SNR of 

ultrasonic signal NDE signals. For example, Wiener filtering [23] and 

autoregressive spectral extrapolation [24] produce very good results. In 

addition, processing in software rather than by hardware has the advantage that 

limitations such as dynamic range and system linearity can substantially 

improved [25]. ' 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis describes work conducted on the application of various 

signal processing techniques to EMA Ts. As EMATs will be used extensively 

throughout this thesis, they are'described in detail in chapter 2. 

, Chapter 3 describes a pair of non-contact EMATs that can be used for 

thickness measurements and imaging of metallic plates. Experiments were 

performed using wide bandwidth EMATs and pulse-compression processing 

techniques, using chirp excitation. This gave a greatly improved SNR for air

coupled experiments, increasing the speed of data acquisition. A numerical 

simulation of the technique confirmed the performance. Experimental results 

indicate that it is possible to perform non-contact ultrasonic imaging and 

thickness gauging in a wide range of metal plates. The resolution of the image 

obtained using the pulse compression approach was also improved compared to 

a transient pulse signal from a conventional pulser/receiver. It is thus suggested 
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that the combination of EMATs and pulse compression can lead to a wide range 

of online applications where rapid testing is necessary. 

Chapter 4 uses EMATs to transmit ultrasonic signals across liquid-filled 

aluminium beverage containers. The work has demonstrated a non-contact 

method for both determining the location of liquid boundaries, and detecting the 

presence of foreign bodies using fan-beam tomographic imaging. Pulse 

compression signal processing, followed by acoustic mode extraction, has been 

used in a new technique, whereby unwanted guided waves that travel around the 

container wall can be identified and removed from the image reconstruction 

process. Such waves would normally complicate the identification of the signals 

require for image formation that propagated through the liquid. The result is a 

method that has been used to provide images, by scanning EMATs around the 

outer surface of aluminium drinks cans. 

Chapter 5 describes Lamb wave tomography using multiple mode 

propagation in plates. This has been carried out using a high voltage transient 

EMAT system. As EMA Ts are non-contact, inexpensive and portable, they are 

an excellent choice for fast and automated data collection for Lamb wave 

tomography. A technique has been developed to improve the analysis of muIti

mode Lamb wave propagation, using a continuous wavelet transform (CWT). 

This was applied to experimental EMAT data in thin metal plates, to identify 

propagation of so, ao, a), SI and S2 modes from one waveform. Fourier and 

Wavelet Transforms have been used for mode identification on various 

thicknesses of plate, and the results applied to tomographic reconstruction of 

artificial defects in plates to illustrate the usefulness of the approach. 

Chapter 6 continues the ultrasonic Lamb wave mode investigation, for 

the NDE of the texture and formability of metal sheets. This uses both 

symmetric (so and S2) and asymmetric modes (ao, and a1) modes. This work was 

performed using a pair of magnetostrictive EMATs. Digital signal processing 

and integrated scan control were used. Modes were identified using the Short

Time Fourier Transform (STFT), and the precise cut-off frequency and 

bandwidth associated with each mode is extracted using the Stationary Wavelet 

Transform (SWT). This technique is fast and efficient, and has been carried out 

for the first time in EMATs for Lamb waves extraction. The filtering was 

obtained by correlating the wavelet via Quarature Mirror Filtering (QMF) pairs. 
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This technique has been implemented in a complete binary tree system to 

achieve mode extraction, which was then used to obtain texture infonnation on 

plates. 

Chapter 7 demonstrates the use of a micro-stereo lithography (MSL) 

rapid prototyping technique to produce EMATs. The work has characterised the 

EMATs produced using this technique, in both meander-line and spiral-coil 

configurations. A synthetic aperture focussing technique (SAFT) has been 

applied to the ultrasonic signals from these devices to reconstruct images in 

metallic objects. 

Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions and suggestions for further 

work. 
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Chapter 2 

A Review of EMAT Technology 

This chapter presents a literature review of EMAT technology. EMATs 

basically consist of a coil, and magnetic field; operate on a conductive substrate. 

Although the operation of an EMA T sounds rather simple, there are many 

important details that enter into designing and building a useful EMA T before 

they can be used for non-destructive testing. The optimum design of an EMAT 

requires an understanding of the coupling mechanism of energy transfer 

between the transducer and sample. 

2.1 Introduction 

EMATs can be used for both ultrasonic generation and detection [1-7], 

and they have been used for the non-contact generation and detection of 

ultrasonic signals in metals for some time [3, 5]. The exact wave mode to which 

the EMAT is sensitive· depends on the coil and magnetic field configuration. A 

wide variety of EMA T coils have been utilised to produce maximum sensitivity 

to certain wave modes. The most important design feature of an EMA T is the 

choice of the correct coil configuration and magnetic field distribution. For 

example, by changing the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the 

coil, longitudinal and shear wave modes can be optimised. Both longitudinal 

and shear wave EMA Ts may be constructed, as shown schematically in Figures 

2.1 (a) and (b). 

The transmitter coil is conventionally driven with a transient current 

pulse. The characteristics of an EMA T as an ultrasonic source depend on the 

direction of the applied magnetic field, B, and eddy current density, J, induced 

at a conducting surface. The presence of a Lorentz force, F, on the substrate 

causes an elastic wave to propagate into the volume of the material, or along the 

7 
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Figure 2.1: An example of an optimised longitudinal and shear wave EMAT; (a) a 
shear wave EMAT, and (b) a longitudinal wave EMAT. 
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surface. Let B and ] represent the static magnetic field and the eddy currents 

(both are vector quantities). Subjecting the currents flowing in a material to a 

superimposed magnetic field creates the Lorentz force, the magnitude and 

direction of which is given by: 

F=JxB (2.1) 

where B is static, and ] alternates with the frequency of the driving current in 

the conductor coil. Therefore, F also alternates in a direction perpendicular to 

and at a frequency identical to the driving current, according to the right hand 

rule. EMA T detection works via an inverse process, where motion of the surface 

induces an e.m.f. into the coil. 

The theory is a well-researched area and many studies appear in the 

literature [1-10]. The Lorentz force arises in all conducting materials, while a 

magnetostriction mechanism appears only in ferromagnetic materials [11]. Note 

that magneto stricti on does not occur in a non-magnetic material (e.g. 

aluminium). For example, Thompson [2] studied the field dependence of the 

guided wave amplitude in ferromagnetic thin plates and derived a theoretical 

model to explain the results. Il'in and Kharitonov [6] calculated the efficiency 

of detecting Rayleigh waves radiated by a meander-line coil in a ferromagnetic 

metal, and Wilbrand [7, 8] discussed bulk-wave detection involving the three 

mechanisms. Following them, Ogi [9, 10] improved Wilbrand's model to 
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explain the field dependence of the bulk wave excitation and detection in a 

ferromagnetic metal. Note that both Lorentz and magnetostrictive forces operate 

simultaneously in a ferromagnetic material, and can in fact cancel each other in 

some circumstances. Hence, it is important to consider both forces when 

describing an EMA T for a ferromagnetic material. 

2.2 Historical Review 

The acoustic coupling with EMATs is a basic physical effect, which 

occurs whenever a magnetic field, dynamic current, and a metal object are 

located in close proximity. For instance, Wegel and Walther [12] studied the 

low-frequency internal friction in brass by applying variable-frequency current 

to a coil, which drove a magnetic unit bonded to one end of a cylindrical 

specimen, and ~ identical magnetic unit on the other end detected the vibration. 

Their experimental arrangement allowed the generation and detection of 

longitudinal and torsional modes through the specimen. 

Following them, Randall et al. [13] devised a measurement setup 

without using pole pieces to study the grain size dependence of internal friction 

in brass. Their arrangement was based on the Lorentz force coupling to detect 

the longitudinal resonance, and hence to measure the Q value. Houck et al. [14] 

presented evidence that RF-ultrasonic coupling can occur near the surface of a 

metal in the presence of a magnetic field. The signal amplitude was shown to be 

proportional to the magnetic strength. Gaerttner et al. [11] conducted an 

experiment on aluminium and tungsten crystals to observe the dependence of 

received shear wave amplitude on frequency (10 to 70 MHz) and temperature 

(4.2 to 300 K). Temperature varies the metal's conductivity and thus skin depth, 

which changes the generation efficiency with the Lorentz force mechanism. 

Good agreement with the theory was presented. 

Using a similar configuration, Dobbs [15] showed that shear and 

longitudinal waves can be generated separately by orienting the static field to be 

normal and parallel to the specimen surface, respectively, and concluded that 

the action of the Lorentz force on the electronic current in the skin depth was 

responsible for the generation. He emphasised the usefulness for the NDE of 
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metals and also measured the exponential decay of shear wave amplitude with 

the air gap up to 1.0 mm from the aluminium surface. Filimonov et al. [16] and 

Nikiforenko et al. [17] developed instrumentation in the 1-20 MHz frequency 

range. They observed resonance peaks attributable to the longitudinal and shear 

modes of thickness oscillations of metal plates and splitting shear-mode peaks, 

which are now interpreted as a birefringence effect caused by the texture

induced elastic anisotropy in the rolled metal sheet. They claimed the usefulness 

of this contactless method for measuring the elastic-wave speeds and the 

anisotropic elastic constants. 

In the 1970's, EMATs were studied with the aim of developing non

contact flaw-detection methods. Butenko et al. [18] pointed out some 

remarkable advancements with the EMAT technique. The Lorentz force was 

considered to be the coupling mechanism, but some experiments indicated that 

magnetostriction also occurred. EMATs have been used for a wide range of 

applications. For example, the anisotropic velocity measurement using polarised 

shear waves, the thickness measurements for hot-rolled pipes with shear wave 

pulse-echo technique, a mobile system for inspection of railway track, and an 

automatic flaw detector on seamless pipes. The advantages and disadvantages 

on EMATs were just as thirty years later, namely: 

(i) non-contact operation and good tolerance to the surface conditions; 

(ii) generation and reception of wide variety of ultrasonic waves; 

(iii) applications to high temperature measurements up to 1000 °C; 

(iv) detection of anisotropic elastic constants with polarised shear waves; 

(v) low transfer efficiency compared to the piezoelectric transducers; 

(vi) inapplicability to non-conducting materials. 

EMATs were not recognised as a generally useful technique and did not 

replace the piezoelectric transducers in most flaw detection applications. This is 

because the received signals were too small to make reliable flaw detection on 

metal components. As such, the EMATs didn't gain much attention during the 

1980's except for the limited applications including measurements on metals at 

elevated temperature and moving at moderate speeds. It was also said that the 
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EMA T techniques were mature [19], in comparison with other non-contact 

techniques such as laser-ultrasound and air-coupled transducers. Practical 

designs of EMATs and discussions on them can be found in Maxfield and 

Fortunko [20], and Alers and Burns [21]. The bulk-wave EMAT and many other 

EMAT configurations emerged from these studies, which are still of much 

value. The EMA T designs and instrumentation were facilitated by the physical 

models, which were best described by Thompson [3] and recently extended by 

Ogi [22]. Thompson provided a general framework and analytical fonnalism 

covering both of the Lorentz-force and magnetostrictive coupling mechanisms. 

Although low transduction efficiency is a weakness of EMA Ts, once 

this is overcome or compensated for their unique and attractive features open up 

novel ultrasonic methodologies. Many of the early EMA Ts were employed in 

resonance to maximise the signal intensity. The spectrometric approach [23] (a 

technique for studying a variety of physical phenomena through resonance 

frequency and resonance-peak sharpness (Q"r value» gives rise to the ultrasonic 

resonances, hence improving the SNR to a large extent. Kawashima [24] 

applied this technique to detect the rolling texture and estimate the fonnability 

(r-value) in thin steel sheets. The available frequency range was up to 50 MHz 

and was later increased to 120 MHz for a 20 Ilm thick aluminium foil [25]. 

Johnson et al. [26, 27], and Clark et al. [28] have proposed the use of 

Electromagnetic Acoustic Resonance (EMAR) for materials characterisation. 

With the recent advances of the electronics and signal processing, EMAR has 

shown great potential for velocity and attenuation measurements. The difficulty 

of a precise velocity measurement is overcome by incorporating highly sensitive 

EMATs and employing a superheterodyne signal processing [29, 30]. 

Furthennore, it was found that EMAR can give an absolute value of attenuation 

owing to the non-contacting nature and low transfer efficiency [31]. This is one 

of the attractive aspects of EMAR, because the absolute measurement of 

attenuation has never been realised with contact techniques. 
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2.3 Typical EMA T designs 

2.3.1 Bulk-Wave EMATs 

Figure 2.2 shows the configuration of a bulk wave EMAT, which is 

sensitive to both longitudinal waves, and shear waves with a polarisation 

parallel to the specimen surface. The compact structure, broad bandwidth, and 

high transfer efficiency promote its frequent use in many scientific and practical 

applications. The permanent magnets produce a magnetic biasing field normal 

to the surface under the unidirectional coil elements and the tangential fields at 

the centre and edges of the coil elements. The resultant force (F) is parallel to 

the surface. In such cases, this EMA T will be referred to as shear wave EMA T. 

s N 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Mechanisms o/the bulk wave generation by the Lorentz/orce. (a) Typical 
planar coil, and (b) diagram of resultant force direction. 

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of the generation mechanism with 

Lorentz forces of another bulk-wave EMAT. It consists of a single cylindrical 

permanent magnet and a flat pancake coil. The static field from the magnet has 

the radial and the normal components, which interact with the eddy currents and 

induce the Lorentz forces along the normal and radial directions, respectively. 

For a ferromagnetic material, magnetostriction forces will be present. These 

forces generate the longitudinal wave and the radially-polarised shear wave both 

propagating in the thickness direction at the same time, for which this is called 

dual-mode EMAT. If the metal has elastic anisotropy, the shear waves 

decompose into two polarisations along the two principal directions producing 
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the split resonance peaks. This EMA T has been used for the measurement of in

plane anisotropy in rolled steel sheets [32] and the birefringent acoustoelastic 

stress measurement [33]. 

s 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: A dual-mode EMATwith a spiral pancake coil and a magnet. (a) Coil 
configuration, and (b) LorentzJorce mechanism. 

2.3.2 Magnetostrictive EMA T for Pipes 

Figure 2.4 shows an EMAT designed to generate and detect longitudinal 

guided waves along a rod or pipe specimen [34-39]. It consists of an 

electromagnet or permanent magnet to provide the biasing field along the 

specimen's axis and a solenoid coil to generate a dynamic field superimposed 

on the biasing field. The magneto stricti on mechanism is dominant, and the 

generation efficiency is thus determined by the slope of the magnetostriction 

curve, as demonstrated by Yamassaki, et al. [39]. The longitudinal wave 

generated by this EMA T travels along 100 m or more. The generated signal is 

mainly the non-dispersive fundamental longitudinal mode with nominal 

velocity, and given by: 

(2.2) 

where E is the Young's modulus and p is the density. Long-range inspection 

is then possible to detect large precipitation particles and flaws in wires in a 

production environment. This EMAT, however, generates the waves 
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symmetrically in both directions, which can make the signal interpretation 

difficult. 
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Figure 2.4: Magnetostriction EMAT for longitudinal waves along wires and pipes. 

2.3.3 Meander-Line Coil EMAT 

Figure 2.5 shows the configuration of a meander-line coil EMAT, which 

can be used for Rayleigh and Lainb waves, and angled shear and longitudinal 

waves (travelling obliquely into the specimen). Thus, a disadvantage of this 

EMAT is difficulty of the mode identification in the observed echoes. 

A normal biasing field and a meander-line coil as illustrated in Figure 

2.5, induces the Lorentz and magneto stricti on forces parallel to the surface, 

whose directions change alternately with the meandering period. The generation 

frequency is governed by the meander-line period, which can be controlled by 

fabricating the coil by a printed circuit technique. The technique is therefore 

capable of generating ultrasonic waves of higher frequencies. The generation of 

Rayleigh wave is possible on thick samples and Lamb waves on thinner 

samples. The maximum transfer efficiency of Lamb waves occurs when the 

wavelength is tuned to the thickness of the specimen [I]. Tangential biasing 

magnetic field to surface and a meander-line coil work for the surface SH waves 

[10]. A disadvantage is the necessity of very large biasing magnetic field when 

the static magnetic field is applied along the straight lines of the meander-line 

coil. 
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Figure 2.5: A meander-line EMAT consisting of a permanent magnet and a meander
line coil. (a) Coil geometry and (b) LorentzJorce mechanism. 

2.3.4 Chirp-Coil EMAT 

A potential application of the meander-line coil EMAT is flaw detection 

in ferromagnetic metal sheets. Like other EMA Ts, it can operate on moving 

sheets for on-line inspection; however, a classic trade-off is encountered 

between the SNR and the measurement resolution. Being excited by a current 

impulse, the EMA T launches a wave train of constant amplitude, and the carrier 

wavelength equals the meander-line period. When the same EMAT is used as a 

receiver, the maximum amplitude is then proportional to the number of turns in 

the meander-line coil. A long coil of many turns produces a high amplitude, but 

results in an elongated received signal, reducing both the spatial and temporal 

resolution. 

The problem can be solved by generating ultrasonic waves with a 

meander-line coil, whose period changes linearly along the propagation 

direction, and by detecting the reflected waves with another meander-line coil 

having the reversed period variation of the generating coil. This configuration 

results in a compressed pulse with high amplitude. When an impulse is fed to 

the coil, the generator coil emits a wave package, in which the wavelength 

varies continuously with time, that is, a chirp signal. A narrow spacing 

generates higher frequencies, and a wide spacing generates lower frequencies. 

Unless the wave is dispersive, all the frequency components arrive at the 

matching coil elements with a common delay time. In other words, the 

coincidence between the wavelength and the coil period occurs only at one 
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specific time over the whole length of the receiving coil. At this moment, a 

current is induced in the coil, inducing a sharp pulse. However, care should be 

taken to avoid the influence of the higher order modes. The chirp signal contains 

frequency components of a certain bandwidth. If higher order modes occur, they 

can disguise the desired signal output. 

Moreover, focusing of the angled shear and longitudinal waves on a 

focal line in a solid can be obtained by using a specially designed meander-line 

coil. The array of the meander-line elements is not uniform, and can focus the 

oblique shear waves propagates normal to the specimen on a line inside the 

material. This EMAT is called a line-focusing EMAT [40,41]. The design ora 

line-focusing EMAT coil makes use of the radiated wave from a single line 

source on the surface. Thus the design spacing of each meander-line element 

can concentrate the radiated beams having incident angles centred on this angle 

to a focal line. Figure 2.6 shows a configuration of the line-focusing EMAT, 

which consists of a permanent magnet block to supply the bias field normal to 

the surface, and a meander-line coil to induce eddy currents and the dynamic 

fields in the surface region. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6: Focussing o/the Shear-Vertical (SV) waves on a/ocal line in solid by the 
line10cusing EMAT. 

Shearing forces arise parallel to the surface under the coil segments, 

which are caused by the Lorentz force mechanism in a nonmagnetic metal and 

by the magnetostriction force mechanism in a ferromagnetic metal. Ogi, et al. 
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[40] have demonstrated the determination of such meander-line spacmg by 

using Newton's numerical method. 

2.3.5 Periodic-Perm anent-Magnet EMAT 

Figure 2.7 illustrates a PPM-EMAT for generating shear waves 

polarised parallel to the specimen surface in both sides. The shear waves are 

launched not only along the surface but also into the material [3] . The EMAT 

has been often used for measurements with the surface or plate SH waves. 
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Figure 2.7: Appearance of the periodic-permanent-magnet EMAT (PPM-EMAT). 

The polarity of the permanent magnets is alternately varied to cause 

tangential Lorentz and magnetostriction forces whose directions alternately 

change with the same period of the magnet array. Thinner magnets are required 

to generate high-frequency SH waves, which are preferable for the NDE of 

surface flaws. The maximum transfer efficiency occurs when the wavelength is 

tuned to the spacing of magnets. However, the efficiency drastically decreases 

with the magnet thinness. If magnets are - 1 mm thick, then the maximum shear 

wave frequency for common steel is - 1.6 MHz. Thus, a limitation of this 

EMA T is its operation frequency, usually only up to approximately this 

frequency. 

2.3.6 Axial-Shear-Wave EMAT 

An axially-polarised shear wave, called an axial shear wave, travels in 

the circumferential direction along a cylindrical surface of a circular rod or pipe 

specimen. Figure 2.8 shows the magnetostrictively coupled EMAT designed for 
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Figure 2.8: Axial-shear wave EMAT consisting of a solenoid coil and a meander-line 
coil surrounding the cylindrical surface. 

the axial shear wave in ferromagnetic materials [42]. It consists of a solenoid 

coil to supply the biasing magnetic field along the axial direction, and a 

meander-line coil surrounding the cylindrical surface to induce the dynamic 

field in the circumferential direction. The total field oscillates about the axial 

direction at the same frequency as the driving currents and produces a shearing 

vibration through the magneto stricti on effect, resulting in the axial shear wave 

excitation. The same coil works as a receiver through the reverse mechanism. 

For a nonmagnetic material, the axial shear wave can be generated by 

the Lorentz force mechanism using permanent magnets arranged with radial 

polarity of alternating sign from one magnet to the next and a solenoid coil 

surrounding the cylindrical surface as shown as Figure 2.9. 

The EMAT geometry of Figure 2.9 can be modified [43] for generation 

and reception of the axial shear resonance in the head of a bolt (Figure 2.10). It 

consists of thin pennanent magnets arrayed to serve the alternating bias fields 

nonnal to the side faces, and the solenoid coil wound in a hexagonal shape. 

When the driving current is applied to the coil, the shearing forces in the axial 

direction arise periodically and generate the shear waves propagating in the 

circumferential direction with the polarisation along the both axis. 

The axial shear wave design has been further modified for the 

development of trapping of vibration energy and non-contacting measurement. 

For example, Johnson et ale [44] presented an EMAT to trap torsional-vibration 

energy in a stepped rod. They also presented an approximate theory to explain 

the measurements. Figure 2.11 shows the configuration of a trapped-torsional

mode EMA T. The EMAT consists of magnets arranged with radial polarity and 
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Figure 2.9: Axial-shear-wave EMAT consisting ojperiodic permanent magnets with 
the alternating radial polarity and a solenoid coil surrounding the cylindrical surface. 
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Figure 2.10: EMAT conjigurationjor generating axial shear waves in a bolt head 

Figure 2.11: Schematic cross-section oj/he torsional-mode EMATconsisting 0/ 
permanent magnets with alternating radial polarity and a meander-line coil. 
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alternating sign from one magnet to the next, and a meander-line coil 

surrounding the cylinder. Alternating currents in the coil result in Lorentz forces 

in the circumferential direction at the cylinder surface, thus coupling to torsional 

vibrations of the cylinder. 

2.3.7 EMATs for High-Temperature Measurements 

An EMA T for measuring elastic constants and internal friction of small 

specimens at high temperatures has been described by Ogi, et al [45]. A 

specimen was inserted in a solenoid coil located within a stainless steel 

cylindrical chamber. The solenoid coil was made with a Ni-alloy wire and its 

shape is held by a ceramic cement so as to operate at higher temperatures above 

1000°C. A pair of permanent magnets located outside the chamber provides the 

static-magnetic field to the specimen for the electromagnetic excitation and 

detection of free vibration via Lorentz force mechanism and the 

magneto stricti on force mechanism. The permanent-magnet assembly is mounted 

on casters, which facilitated the rotation of field direction about the cylindrical 

axis and selection of the detectable vibration modes. 

Air or water-cooled EMAT retains compact structure and permits one

side access to a specimen even at high temperatures [46]. A short but very 

strong current produces high enough tangential magnetic fields near the surface 

region of specimen to achieve an electromagnetic coupling to a longitudinal 

wave. In fact, classical formulae predict that 1 T can be observed at the surface 

of a 2 mm diameter wire carrying 5000 A. Such a current is obtained for a short 

period of time by discharging a capacitor bank into the wire. The 

electromagnetic coupling between the EMA T and sample surface finish within a 

short time and then such a short life magnetic field is indeed practical. . 

2.4 Conclusions 

EMA T theory and practice has been discussed in this Chapter. In many 

ways, electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMA Ts) are very simple devices, 

but yet quite practical. Ultrasonic energy can be generated when a pulse of 

current through a coil is placed in a magnetic field on any electrically 
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conductive surface. The generation and reception of ultrasonic modes are 

greatly dependent upon the coil orientation and the direction of the applied bias 

magnetic field. 

The rest of this thesis illustrates ways in which EMATs can be used 

effectively to make a wide range of measurements, in various of geometries, 

which should help to increase their range of application in NDE 
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Chapter 3 

Application of Pulse-Compression Techniques to 

EMATs 

As was mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, EMATs have not yet found wide 

application in NDE, despite their obvious attractions as simple non-contact 

transducers. This is because of their low efficiency when compared to the more 

common piezoelectric transducers. In this Chapter, pulse-compression 

techniques have been applied to EMATs, using spiral pancake coils and swept

frequency ("chirp") signals. The improvement of both signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) and data acquisition in EMAT measurements are demonstrated in this 

Chapter. This work has been published as a recent journal paper [1], and also as 

a conference presentation [2] in Canada. 

3.1 Introduction 

Some measurements are difficult to make with EMA T systems because 

of the low SNR associated with their operation, which usually necessitates 

signal averaging [3]. This becomes ineffective for some real-time applications, 

especially in situations where rapid changes in time-of-arrival or amplitude are 

present. 

The traditional approach to drive EMA Ts is to employ high peak-power 

pulsers and low noise receivers for overcoming the lower transduction 

efficiency of EMATs. A high SNR ratio can be obtained by maximising the 

peak power delivered to the EMA T coil, and hence maximises the received 

signal amplitude. Recent work by Legendre et al. [4] uses a wavelet-transform 

method to analyse Lamb wave signals which were generated and received using 

EMATs in highly noisy environments. This technique was used for weld testing 

[5]. Another signal processing technique, known as cepstral analysis has also 

25 
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been used to determine the separation of the peaks of the resonant frequencies, 

and to relate this to the time information of the received signals [6]. 

In this chapter, pulse-compression techniques have been applied to 

EMATs, using spiral coils and chirp signals. Pulse-compression has the ability 

to improve SNR in EMAT measurements, and thus potentially to increase the 

speed of measurements [7-9]. The technique has been used for air-coupled 

ultrasonic measurements using either polymer-filmed capacitance devices or 

piezoelectric devices [10-14]. It has been demonstrated in previous work that 

the pulse-compression signal processing technique provides an extended time 

waveform, such that high energy levels are transmitted, while still retaining a 

wide bandwidth [15]. It can also lead to excellent time resolution, while being 

able to recover small signals from well below the noise floor [16-17]. It was 

thus felt that pulse-compression was potentially a very useful method for use 

with EMATs in many measurements. This chapter investigates this, and 

illustrates the benefits in both thicknesses monitoring and imaging. 

3.2 The Pulse-Compression Technique 

The traditional method of using a single, simple drive pulse is limited by 

the radiated power, and time resolution by the pulse length. The pulse

compression technique has been developed to provide a solution for the 

requirements of simultaneous high SNR and resolution performance in 

ultrasonic systems. These are obtained without necessarily increasing the 

transmitter power of the drive pulse. 

Pulse-compression basically involves the use of a drive waveform of a 

particular type, typically a long FM sweep, known as "chirp". The received 

signal is cross-correlated with a replica of this signal, leading to many 

improvements over traditional transient excitation. The development of the 

pulse-compression signal processing technique allows a wide range of 

applications. Chang et al. [18] proposed the use of the pUlse-compression 

technique for the ultrasonic testing of concrete, as ultrasound is strongly 

attenuated in concrete giving a low SNR. Using pulse-compression, the amount 

of ultrasonic energy introduced into the concrete and detected by the receiver 
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can be increased. After decoding the received signals, the resolution of the 

ultrasonic image of concrete can be enhanced as the SNR ratio is increased. 

There are several papers in the literature addressing the issue of the 

signal compression relevant to medical diagnostic imaging. The improvement of 

the SNR in medical ultrasonic imaging was clearly demonstrated by Haider et 

al. [19]. Also O'Donnell et al. [20] demonstrated an improvement in real-time 

imaging system using a 3.3 MHz centre frequency coded pulse and pseudo

chirp sequence excitation. Similar results were reported by Misaridis et al. [21]. 

Various other types of coded waveforms have been investigated for use 

in ultrasonic measurements [22-24]. For example, there are linear frequency 

modulated FM, and quadratic FM signals, phase-reversal codes, polyphase 

phase-shift codes, frequency-shift codes, uniform pulse trains, and staggered 

pulse trains. The procedures and algorithms for optimally designing of a pulse

compression system have been described by Song et al. [25]. The procedure for 

selecting the best parameters of a pulse-compression system for ultrasonic 

imaging has been described by Behar et al. [26]. These include the selection of 

an appropriate match filtering algorithm with a good combination of amplitude 

weighting function. The effectiveness of an excitation/compression scheme also 

depends on the determination of an appropriate chirp-to-transducer bandwidth 

ratio, and the selection of amplitude quantisation (number of bits) when 

sampling . 

. Despite the above work, little seems to have been published on the use 

of pulse compression in EMAT measurements, despite the obvious attractions. 

This Chapter demonstrates that the approach has a real benefit. The theoretical 

background to pulse-compression is presented in the next Section, and this is 

followed by experiments demonstrating the performance of pulse compression 

inEMATs. 

3.3 Theory 

In the conventional transient excitation method, it is the large frequency 

content of a short pulse that accounts for its high resolution capabilities. The 

pulse-compression method essentially provides a long transmitted pulse, during 
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which the carrier frequency is swept linearly. This therefore contains the 

bandwidth required for the high resolution. The signal chosen for the pulse

compression system used in this study is characterised by a linear FM signal, 

also known as a chirp. The transmitted waveform for the linear FM pulse

compression signal can be written: 

(3.1) 

where Wo is the carrier frequency, JJ is the rate of frequency sweep (llw/T) , 

Ilw is the swept spectrum bandwidth (,u x T), and Tis the pulse width. Figure 

3.1(a) shows such a chirp signal. The spectrum of the linear FM signal is given 

by the Fourier transform, and this can be expressed as: 

F(w) = cos Wo +- exp(- jwt)dt ITI2 ( JJt
2 J 

-T12 2 
(3.2) 

Figure 3 .1 (b) shows the frequency spectrum corresponding to the chirp signal in 

Figure 3.1(a), and Figure 3.1(c) shows the corresponding frequency time-delay 

characteristic. A matched filter is employed to delay one end of the pulse 

relative to the other (the filter having a linear time-delay vs. frequency 

characteristic of the opposite sense to the linear frequency sweep), which yields 

a correlation between time and frequency. Figure 3.1(d) shows a match-filter 

characteristic. The matched filter required for the receiver has an impulse 

response h(t) that is the time inverse of the signal at the receiver input, and 

mathematically, h(t) can be expressed as: 

h(t)= F: cos( w,t_I';' J . (3.3) 

where ~2JJ/ 7r is the factor that gives the filter unity gain. The linear time-delay 

characteristics of the filter acts to delay the high-frequency components at the 

start of the input pulse, more than the low-frequency components at the end of 

the pulse, with frequency components in between experiencing a proportional 
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delay. The output would be a time compression of the pulse which is of greater 

peak amplitude. Mathematically, the output of the matched filter is obtained by 

convolving f(t) and h(t) , yielding: 

(3.4) 

The matched filtering is equivalent to correlation processing. When f(t) and 

h(t) are matched, g( 1') represents the autocorrelation function of the input 

signal. If the signal and the filter are not matched, then g( 1') represents the 

cross-correlation of the two functions. The resolution (1') depends on the 

transmitted pulse bandwidth (B), r = 1/ B. The linear FM pulse-compression 

spectra are functionally dependent on the time-bandwidth factor (compression 

ratio). This can be expressed as: 

Po T 
-=-=TxB 
~ l' 

(3.5) 

where Po is the peak amplitude output pulse, ~ is the peak amplitude input 

pulse. An ideal linear FM matched filter waveform has a (sin x )/ x shape (the 

"sinc" function). Figure 3 .1 (e) shows a compressed-pulse envelope. 

In compressing a rectangular chirp pulse, an undesirable feature can be 

introduced in the formed of sidelobes. In a complex interfering environment (i.e. 

the present of multi-acoustic modes) where operation is required over a large 

dynamic range of received signals, the sidelobes of this function represent 

interfering signals. Techniques for reducing the relative side-lobe level have 

been extensively studied in antenna design. To suppress these side lobes, a 

weighting scheme such as Hanning function (Gaussian windowing) is applied to 

the rectangular chirp pulse and can yield a good combination of minimising 

sidelobe levels whilst maintaining a high SNR. Mathematically, the weighting 

function is represented: 

W(t )=.!.(1- cos 2 7l' t) 
2 ' T 

(3.6) 
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Figure 3.1: Characteristics of a typical chirp signal showing (a) the time domain 
waveform; (b) the correspondingfrequency spectrum of (a); (c) the frequency vs. time 
delay characteristics of (a); (d) the equivalent matchedfilter characteristics. and (e) 

the compressed-pulse envelope. 

The modulation of a rectangular chirp with a Hanning window 

transforms the waveform into a bell-shaped enveloped chirp signal. The 

Hanning window also reduces the severity of the amplitude ripples seen in the 
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frequency spectrum of the linear FM signal (Figure 3.1 (b» resulting in lower 

side-lobe level within the compressed pulse [10]. Such a reduction is 

accompanied by a slight, but inevitable, increase in pulse width, but leads to an 

improvement of the detection performance for a given peak power. 

3.4 Simulations 

In order to provide further understanding of the pulse-compression 

technique, a simulation was carried out using MatIab™. Figure 3.2(a) shows an 

example of a chirp signal generated using Equation (3.1). It can be seen that the 

width of the signal varies with time. The duration of the chirp, T was set to 50 

J.ls with both the centre frequency, h and the bandwidth, B being 2 MHz. 

Figure 3.2(b) shows the corresponding frequency spectrum, obtained via an FFT 

of Figure 3.2(a). In this simulation, it is assumed that ultrasonic waves have 

travelled through sample with a thickness of 50 mm and velocity of 3000 ms·l . 

Several chirp signals with different time delays were added, assuming that 

multiple reflections within the sample occurred with a 35 J.lS round-trip time 

(and hence would overlap in time). 

To demonstrate that the pUlse-compression technique can be used to 

separate such multiple reflections, and to demonstrate the recovery of such 

signals buried in random noise, random noise at three times the amplitude of the 

chirp signal was added to the mUltiple chirp signals. This simulates the noise 

levels that could be encountered using EMATs. Figure 3.2(c) shows that the 

resultant signal is completely buried in noise and is impossible to identify 

without signal averaging. 

The waveform in Figure 3.2(c) was then cross-correlated with the 

reference signal in Figure 3.2(a) and the result is shown in Figure 3.2(d). The 

SNR of the signal has been greatly improved compared to Figure 3.2(a). The 

signal has a SNR of approximately 12 dB where the standard deviation of signal 

and noise are approximately 15.6 and 3.8 respectively. The simulated multiple 

reflections can also be clearly identified at 35 J.lS intervals, and demonstrates 

that pUlse-compression techniques have the ability to recover signal buried in 

noise without the use of signal averaging. 
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Figure 3.2: Numerical simulation of the pulse compression technique; (a) broadband 
reference chirp signal; (b) frequency spectrum of the reference signal; (c) simulated 
signal reflecting within a 50 mm thick plate with added noise, and (d) compressed 

signal after cross-correlation. 

3.5 Experimental Arrangement 

The EMA T used in the present work used a spiral pancake coil (see 

Figure 2.3), with 20 turns and a diameter of approximately 15 nun, with the 

magnet providing a magnetic field primarily in the direction normal to the 

surface. The first experiment characterised the bandwidth of the transducer in 

through-transmission mode within a 10 nun thick aluminium plate, using 

conventional transient excitation. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 

3.3. A Panametrics pulser/receiver was used to drive the EMAT with a -250V 

transient signal. The captured echo was sent to an Agilent oscilloscope for 

recording and signal averaging. 
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Figure 3.3: Basic through-transmission arrangement for characterisation of an EMAT 
using conventional transient excitation. 

Figure 3.4(a) shows the single-shot waveform that resulted (i.e. without 

signal averaging). The radially-polarised shear wave signal that was recorded on 

the oscilloscope was weak and could not be clearly seen, as it was buried in 

noise. By averaging the signal over 1000 times on the oscilloscope, the SNR 

improved, as shown in Figure 3.4(b). Figure 3.4(c), showing the FFT of the 

signal in Figure 3 .4(b), and indicates that the EMA T had a 3 dB bandwidth of 

approximately 6 MHz. The air gap distance of the EMA Ts and the test sample 

was - I mm. However, the use of a high degree of averaging is inefficient, 

especially for possible application to online measurements and non-contact 

imaging via scanning and arrays. 

Experiments were also carried out using the pulse-compression 

technique, using the arrangement shown in Figure 3.5. The pulse-compression 

approach was implemented using a VN Instruments NCA-l 000 pulser/receiver 

unit, which provided a chirp signal voltage drive signal and pulse-compression 

facilities for the receiver. The input signal to the source EMAT was a chirp 

signal with a centre frequency, fc and bandwidth, B both set at 2 MHz. The 

chirp duration, Twas 200 J.ls. Radially-polarised ultrasonic signals generated 

by the source propagated through the sample, and the through-transmitted signal 

were received by the second EMAT. The output from the receiver was fed back 

into the NCA-IOOO pulse-compression unit for data analysis. The pulse

compressed data was then recorded using a Tektronix TDS540 digital 
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Figure 3.4: Characterisation of the pancake coil EMA T shown in Figure 2.3 in a 10 
mm thick aluminium plate, using the apparatus of Figure 3.3. Shown are (a) a single 
shot waveform; (b) the resultfollowinglOOO averages, and (c) the spectrum resulting 

from the FFT of (b). 
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oscilloscope, before being transferred to a PC for data storage. Imaging was also 

possible, using an X-Y scanning stage, as shown in the Figure 3.5. The PC used 

for data collection was also used to control the X-Y stages. The total area of the 

scan was set to 60 mm x 60 mm, at spatial intervals of 1 mm. The system has a 

data acquisition rate of 0.5 unit point/second, which corresponds to a 2Hz 

sampling rate. All scanning and data acquisition was controlled by LabView™ 

software. This software also extracted peak amplitude data of the transmitted 

signal from each waveform in the scan, and stored the data into a grid file 

format. The image was then plotted using Surfer™ version 7.0 software. 

MINICAM STEPPER MOTOR 
CONTROLLER 

Sample 
Movement IBM PS/2 

MODEL 30 
286 PC 

_wJt ' ;EEE.4BB 
_ INTERFACE 

~ ~, ~ 
." ,L----1------,~ 

~-------.....:L--, NCA-1 000 
TEKTRONIX TDS540 DIGITAL PULSE COMPRESSION 

OSCILLOSCOPE UNIT 

Figure 3.5: Experimental arrangement for through-transmission measurements and 
imaging using two spiral pancake coil EMA Ts. 

3.6 Results and Discussion 

The pulse-compression EMA T system has been compared to results 

obtained using conventional transient excitation, and used for both thickness 

measurements and ultrasonic imaging. 

The combination of EMA T devices and pulse-compression was first 

tested on a 6.25 mm thick aluminium alloy plate. Figure 3.6(a) shows an 

example of a reference chirp waveform that has been used in pulse-compression 

signal processing. This chirp has the characteristic shape which results from the 

application of a Hanning window. The wide bandwidth of the chirp signal can 

be illustrated by performing a Fourier transform of Figure 3.6(a), with the result 

shown in Figure 3.6(b). The Hanning chirp signal was now applied to one of 

the EMATs, operating as a transmitter. 
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The chirp signal was transmitted across a 6 mm thick aluminium plate, 

and was then detected by another EMA T axially aligned on the opposite side. 

The chirp signal recorded by the receiver, prior to pulse-compression 

processing, is shown in Figure 3.6(c). It is difficult to identify the arrival time of 

individual signals, as most of the arrivals overlap. In order identify each of the 

transmitted signals, including multiple reflections within the sample; pulse

compression was performed using the reference signal in Figure 3.6(a) and the 

received signal in Figure 3.6(c). The resultant waveform, shown in Figure 

3.6(d), clearly shows the individual signals, represented as the monopolar peaks 

(expected from the simulations shown earlier in Figure 3.2(d». 
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Figure 3.6: Results illustrating the use of the pulse compression technique to the spiral 
coil EMAT. (a) Chirp signal generated by the NCA 1000 unit and used as a reference 
signal,' (b) FFT of the signal in (a),' (c) unprocessed signal detected after propagation 
through a 6mm thick aluminium sample, and (d) compressed pulse resultingfrom the 

cross-correlation of signals (a) and (c). 
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Calculations using the arrival time of the peaks gave a wave velocity of 3150 ± 

8 ms- l (corresponding to an uncertainty of - 0.25%). This agrees with published 

results for the shear velocity in aluminium of 3150 ms· l [27]. There is also a 

good SNR, approximately 18 dB, where the standard deviation of the signal and 

noise are 0.24 and 0.029 respectively. The advantage of this technique is that the 

signal can be identified without the use of large amount of averaging to remove 

the background noise. These conclusions agree with the simulation Section. 

The transducer pair was tested on a thinner (2.25 mm thick) aluminium 

plate, where the measurement would be more difficult because of 

overlap of echoes. The EMA T pair was first driven using a Panametrics 

pulser/receiver. The captured signal without any averaging is shown in Figure 

3.7(a). It can be seen that no signal was visible above the noise. The SNR was 

improved by averaging 1000 signals on the oscilloscope, so that the signal was 

then identifiable (Figure 3.7(b». The time taken for averaging was 

approximately 1 0 s. Although the noise had been removed, it was difficult to 

determine the first arrival of each transmitted component, as the signals were 

overlapping each other. 

Figure 3.8 shows the result obtained using a chirp drive signal and pulse

compression, with no signal averaging. The arrival time of each peak can be 

clearly seen without any overlapping of signals, with a reasonable SNR. This 

demonstrates that the technique can be used to improve the SNR, and would 

allow more rapid data acquisition when performing on-line measurements. To 

illustrate this further, the EMAT-compression system was applied to a 10 mm 

thick aluminium plate and a block of brass with a thickness of 31.8 mm, the 

results being shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. In Figure 3.9, the 

shear wave reflections can be clearly identified. Figure 3.10 demonstrates that 

both longitudinal (Ll, L3, L5 etc) and shear signals (SI, S3, S5 etc) were 

detected following multiple reflections and mode conversion within the brass 

block, identified from their propagation times across the sample. Note that the 

amplitude of the longitudinal signal was smaller than that of the shear wave; 

although the pancake-coil EMA T was optimised for shear waves, some 

sensitivity to longitudinal waves was present due to field fringing and other 

effects. 
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Figure 3.9: Example of the pulse compression output signal obtained across a 10 mm 
thick aluminium in through transmission mode. 
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Figure 3.10: As Figure 18, butfor a 31.8 mm thick brass plate. 

Thickness measurements were performed on various metallic samples, 

including aluminium, brass and copper. The measurements were then compared 

with those from a Kennedy digital vernier caliper model 331-206. Figure 3.11 

shows the results obtained using EMATs and pulse-compression system. This is 

indicated as circle in the figure. The results are compared to those measured 

using a vernier caliper shown as square. Table 3.1 and 3.2 show the measured 

values for brass and copper, including the calculated difference between the two 
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Figure 3.11: Thickness measurements 0/ aluminium plates using EMATs and pulse
compression system (circles). The results are compared to those measured using a 

vernier caliper gauge, shown as squares. 

Sample Ultrasonic Vernier calliper Percentage 
No. measurement (mm) (mm) Error 

3.95 4.00 1% 

2 7.14 7.19 1% 

3 9.89 9.96 1% 

4 13.71 13.8 1% 

5 16.83 16.9 0% 

Tahle 3.1: Comparison o/thickness measurements using a vernier caliper and EMAT 
pair o/various brass plates. 

Sample Ultrasonic Vernier Percentage 
No. measurement (mm) calliper (mm) Error 

5.00 5.00 0 

2 7.77 7.84 1% 

3 10.25 10.30 0% 

4 13.00 13.17 1% 

5 15.10 15.03 0% 

Tahle 3.2: Same as Table 3.1 but with copper plates were used 

measurements. The results indicate that the measured thicknesses using the 

EMAT -compression system is well correlated with the vernier caliper. 

Some ultrasonic imaging was now performed using the pulse

compression EMATs. The EMATs were first scanned in unison over the 6mm 
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aluminium plate, into which was machined a 6.5 mm diameter circular flat

bottomed hole of 3 mm depth. The first image, shown in Figure 3.12(a), was 

obtained using an EMA T pair driven by the Panametrics pulser/receiver system 

with 20 averages on the oscilloscope. The illustrated image shows that the 

defect is unclear. By increasing the averaging to 200 on the oscilloscope, the 

resolution of the image is improved and this is shown in Figure 3.12(b). The 

scan was then repeated using the pulse-compression approach with only 20 

averages on the oscilloscope. It can be seen that the image in Figure 3.12(c) is 

much clearer compared to Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(b). It can also be seen from 

these images that the EMAT pair is very sensitive to the change in air gap 

between the transducers and the sample, shown by the gradual DC shift across 

the images, caused by slight misalignment between the scanning stage and the 

sample. 

Some additional images were created with an aluminium sample. Scans 

were performed on a sample with an internal defect in through-transmission. 

The defect is a 3.4 mm diameter hole located at the centre of the face of a 

uniform cross-section area. The cross-section is 10 mm thick, and the defect 

itself extended through 28 mm into the bulk of the specimen perpendicular to 

the cross-sectional face. Figure 3.l3(a) was obtained using an EMAT pair 

driven by the Panametrics pulser/receiver system with 20 averages on the 

oscilloscope. and Figure 3.13(b) was driven by pulse-compression unit with 20 

averages on the oscilloscope. It can be seen from these images that the results 

obtained from pulse-compression is much clearer than with a broadband pulse at 

the same level of averaging. 

3.7 Conclusions 

In conclusion, this chapter has shown that pulse-compression signal 

processing techniques can be applied to EMATs, due to their wide bandwidth. 

This leads to a wide range of possible applications. It has been demonstrated 

that measurements of various thicknesses of metal plates can be conducted. This 

work also shows that the use of the pulse-compression processing technique 
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(mm) 
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(mm) 
(b) 

(mm) 
(c) 

Figure 3.12: Through transmission images of a 6 mm thick aluminium plate having a 
6.5mm diameter circular hole, machined into one surface to a depth of 3 mm. (a) 

Panametrics pulserlreceiver with 20 averages; (b) Panametrics pu/serlreceiver with 
200 averages and (c) pulse compression signal processing technique using 20 

averages. 
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Figure 3.13: Through-transmission internal defect images in aluminium plate. (a) 
Image obtained using Panametrics-NDT pulse/receiver with 20 averages; (b) image 

obtained using pulse compression unit with the same number of averages. 
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reduces the amount of averaging required for data acquisition and thus improves 

the time taken for imaging and real time measurements. It is thus suggested that 

the combination of EMATs and pulse-compression can lead to a wide range of 

applications, such as on-line testing where fast time acquisition is required, and 

discrimination between multiple arrivals. In Chapter 4 to follow, a pulse

compression EMA T system is used for tomographic imaging in beverage cans, 

where the advantages of pulse-compression are further illustrated. 
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Chapter 4 

Inspection of Drinks Cans using EMATs 

This chapter investigates whether EMA Ts can be used, together with 

pulse-compression, to produce images of cross-sections through objects such as 

drinks cans. In particular, the increase in SNR level, and the ability to 

distinguish between different signal components, was considered to be a great 

advantage. This work has been published as a journal paper [1]. The chapter 

contains a description of the tomographic image reconstruction method used, 

and described how the use of pulse-compression leads to efficient separation of 

wanted signals from a complicated received signal. 

4.1 Introduction 

The detection and identification of foreign bodies in food and drink 

containers is becoming increasingly important for quality assurance. This is due 

to both increasing customer expectations and escalating litigation costs arising 

from contamination. Consequently, it is desirable that all such contamination is 

detected and removed before the product reaches the consumer. A foreign body, 

which refers to any unwanted object in a food product [2], is often introduced 

when food products are manufactured or packaged. Examples include metal or 

glass fragments, or other form of contaminants that have accidentally been 

introduced into the container either before or during filling. It is thus of major 

concern to the food industry that practical tools are available to identify and 

characterise the contents of containers. While this can be achieved by removing 

samples and performing tests off-line, it would also be helpful if an on-line non

destructive testing method was available. 

Several authors have presented methods for detection and removal of 

foreign bodies, with discussion of existing teclmiques including metal detection, 

magnets, optical sorting, and physical separation methods [3]. Other potential 
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new technologies include surface penetrating radar, microwave techniques, 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [4], and near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy 

[5], although electromagnetic methods can only be used on non-metallic 

containers. NIR is particularly useful in that it is non-contact, and can be used to 

characterise a wide range of food types. NIR spectroscopy has been shown to 

provide rapid and non-destructive measurements of internal properties such as 

soluble solids concentration (SSC) and dry matter for many fruits and 

vegetables [6]. NIR spectroscopy has been shown to be useful for the detection 

of selected contaminants such as fecal matter in pOUltry [7] and the detection of 

changes in the properties of the skins of chickens [8]. r -ray testing of 

containers has also been reported [9]. 

Ultrasound-based methods are well suited for food inspection. For 

example, Povey et al. [10] provided an account of ultrasound in food processing 

applications. More recently, research has been carried out to detect and identify 

foreign bodies in cheese using ultrasound [11]. The problem with conventional 

ultrasound is that it requires the transducers used to generate and detect 

ultrasonic signals to either touch the container or to use some form of liquid 

couplant. Both can be inconvenient. Thus, various authors have investigated 

non-contact methods whereby ultrasonic testing can be achieved. One approach 

is to use air-coupled ultrasound. This has been achieved in polymer-based soft 

drink bottles and microwaveable food containers [12]. Detection of almond nuts 

in milk chocolate using air-coupled transducers has been described [13], and the 

use of ultrasonic reflectance spectroscopy to characterise some aerated foods 

has also been demonstrated [14]. Another approach for non-contact ultrasonic 

inspection is to use electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs). This 

approach, which requires the containers to be electrically-conducting, has been 

described in several papers [15, 16] using either EMATs only or with some 

other form of non-contact excitation (such as a plasma discharge or a pulsed 

laser source). 

The work presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that the pulse 

compression signal processing technique could be applied to EMA Ts for the 

non-destructive testing of metals. Here the work is extended by applying the 

technique specifically to EMATs for the tomographic imaging of metallic drinks 
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containers. The use of air-coupled inspection can be difficult in such situations, 

especially with thick-walled and highly curved containers, where refraction at 

air/metal interfaces is a problem. EMATs would have no such restrictions. In 

addition, as will be seen, the technique allows the separation of signals that have 

travelled through the liquid within the container (and which are wanted for 

imaging) from the guided Lamb waves that have travelled around the outside of 

the container. These latter signals potentially overlap in time with signals 

passing through the liquid, and could cause the identification of the correct 

signals to be very difficult. The use of chirp signals and cross correlation allows 

identification of each particular propagation mode, and hence selection of the 

correct signals for imaging. It will be demonstrated that this approach leads to 

the possibility of both liquid level estimation and foreign body detection. 

In this chapter, EMATs have been used to both generate and detect 

ultrasonic waves in cylindrical beverage containers, but for the first time they 

have been used with chirp signal excitation and pulse compression for 

tomographic imaging and level detection. As will be seen, this has particular 

advantages for the selection of the correct propagation mode. 

4.2 Tomographic Reconstruction Techniques 

EMATs have been scanned over the surface of cylindrical metal drinks 

cans, and cross-sectional images of the internal contents produced using 

ultrasonic computed tomography. The filtered back-projection algorithm was 

chosen [17], as this is the algorithm now used by almost all commercially

available X-ray CT scanners. It has been shown [18] that the filtered back

projection algorithm is very suitable for data in a cylindrical geometry, and 

hence it was chosen for the present study. It should be noted, however, that care 

has to be taken with the exact geometry of data collection, as this has to be 

interpolated for input to the reconstruction algorithm. The equi-angular 

sampling geometry was employed in this study. A series of projections were 

generated using a stationary EMAT transmitter,. with an EMA T receiver 

scanned around the cylindrical container to form a single fan-beam projection. 

Details of the fan-beam reconstruction theorem are given in [17]. 
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Figure 4.1 shows the fan beam coordinate system and variables used in 

reconstruction. The transmitter is first located at 0 and a is the projection 

angle. M is the rotation centre and Cartesian origin of the system. Receiver 

positions are positioned along the arc FK, symmetrically about the middle ray 

OM. The receiver spacing being considered is equi-angular with an angle 

increment of 110. The receiver angle 0 is measured with respect to the central 

ray (0 = 0) and ranges from -Om to Om. The next projection can be taken if the 

whole system is rotated about M by incrementing the projection angle a . In the 

most straightforward implementation a covers a complete rotation. 

Figure 4.1: The fan beam coordinate system and variables used in reconstruction. 

In this work, EMATs will be used to produce measurements in metallic 

food containers, using a combination of pulse compression and tomographic 

imaging. As outlined above, this gives the distinct advantage over other 

approaches that mode separation and signal to noise enhancement is possible 

simultaneously, allowing the measurement to take place much more easily. Note 

that pulse compression can also be used for air-coupled ultrasound, in both 

conventional imaging and tomography, as previous publications involving the 

authors have demonstrated [18, 19]. However, here the effects of refraction at 

the air/metal boundary can be significant at highly-curved surfaces. EMATs do 

not have this problem, as the signal is generated within the metal itself. 
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4.3 Experimental Setup 

The EMAT coil configuration, fabricated using printed-circuit 

techniques, is shown schematically in Figure 4.2. The coil had 10 turns with an 

outer diameter of 10 mm. The track width and clearance were both set at 

approximately 0.2 mm. The coil layer was etched on a 1.55 mm double-sided 

FR4 PCB above a low impedance ground plane, and coated with a clear lacquer 

layer for insulation. The EMA T coil was placed against the flat face of circular 

disc-shaped magnet to provide a magnetic field primarily in the direction 

normal to the sample surface. A neodymium-iron-boron sintered magnet was 

used, with a maximum flux density B, of -1.ST. 

10mm 

Figure 4.2: The spira/-coil geometry used in the EMAT. 

The experimental configuration for collecting preliminary ultrasonic 

data, using conventional pulsed excitation (i.e. without chirp excitation and 

pulse compression) is shown schematically in Figure 4.3. The EMATs were 

located close to the sample, with an air-gap of typically -0.3 mm, to allow high 

energy coupling between the EMATs and the metal surface. The sample 

aluminium container had an outer diameter of approximately 66 mm and a wall 

thickness of 0.15 mm, as measured with a micrometer. Experiments were 

performed in a through-transmission arrangement using two identical EMATs. 

The container was filled with tap water, and a longitudinal wave was 

transmitted directly across the sample. The source EMAT was driven with a -
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400 V unipolar pulse from a Panametrics 5055PR pulse generator, with 

minimum damping. A high-gain, wide-bandwidth preamp was attached to the 

EMAT receiver. The preamp had a typical gain-bandwidth product of - 12.5 

GHz. A high-pass filter was used to remove any low frequency noise, with the -

3dB cut-off was chosen at 300 kHz. The time waveform was then recorded on 

an Agilent 54622D digital oscilloscope, with 512 signal averages. All 

measurements were taken at ambient laboratory conditions. 

High 
pass 
filter 

Low-noise 
Preamplifier 

Panametrics TRIGGER 
5055PR .-------------, 
Pulser 

SIGNAL 

1-----1 

D. C. 
Power 
Supply 

Agilent 
Oscilloscope 

.4 IEEE-4881 r ' GPIB INTERFACE I IBMPS/2 

~ M~~EL 
286 PC 

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the experimental configuration used for collecting 
data using transient (pulsed) excitation. 

The above describes how signals were obtained usmg conventional 

pulsed excitation. However, as will be seen later, it is possible to enhance the 

amplitude of the wanted L mode with respect to the other unwanted signals 

using pulse compression and careful control of chirp characteristics. The 

apparatus used for this is shown in Figure 4.4, which also shows the scanning 

system required for tomographic imaging. The chirp signal and cross-correlated 

processing was performed in real time, using a VN Instruments (NCA-lOOO) 

pulser/receiver unit. The input signal to the source EMAT was a linear-swept 
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frequency chirp signal with a centre frequency, fc and bandwidth, B both set at 

1 MHz. The chirp duration, Twas 200 f..lS, and transmitted chirp amplitude was 

120 V (peak-peak). The same PC controlled the scanning system and the data 

acquisition for the collection of pulse compression output waveforms. 

Ref, 

Syn, 

IBM 
PC 

Time r.nmlnr .. ",,;nn Tektronix 
TOS 430A 

Figure 4.4: The experimental configuration used to obtain datafor tomographic 
reconstruction. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Data was first collected using conventional pulsed excitation, using the 

apparatus of Figure 4.3, and a water-filled metallic beverage can, at 7° intervals 

over an angular range of ± 63 0. The geometry used for experimental data 

collection is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a received 

time signal (Figure 4.6(a)) and the corresponding frequency spectrum (Figure 

4.6(b)) that was obtained at 0°. The first arrival at 18.5 J.l.S corresponded to the 

zero order So symmetric Lamb wave (Sol), which travelled around the container 

wall, with a dominant frequency content centred at -200 kHz and extending to 

around 800 kHz. A second echo of this (s03) was seen at 59.8 J.l.S. Note that no 

higher order Lamb modes were observed. The smaller amplitude component 

that followed was the shear Horizontal (SH) wave, another guided wave mode 
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, ... ----- ... 

Figure 4.5: The experimental geometry used/or data collection. 
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Figure 4.6: (a) A typical time signal that was generated and received across the 
beverage can filled with water, and (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum. 
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within the container wall, with a velocity of -3200 ms· l • The larger amplitude 

component at 44 J..I.S was the longitudinal (L) wave transmitted directly across 

the water from source to receiver. Note that the longitudinal mode had a 

bandwidth ranging from -0.2 - 2 MHz. Waveforms were now collected at 7° 

intervals, the results being shown in Figure 4.7. Here 512 signal averages were 

used to reduce noise. 
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Figure 4.7: Experimental waveforms illustrating the arrival of multiple acoustic modes 
at various values of e. 

At 8 = 0°, the So guided mode from the source has travelled along equal 

path lengths around the circumference of the cylindrical container, leading to a 

constructive interference. However, at 8 = 7° and _7°, a destructive interference 

of So signals occurred, because the waves travelling in counter-clockwise 

directions had slightly different path lengths. To understand this behaviour, 

theoretical dispersion curves were calculated. The phase and group velocity may 

be found using the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency relations [19]. 

For the symmetric ("s") modes, these are: 
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tan(v'1-7.d) _ 4a 2 (v'1-7)(~b2_a2) 
tan ( ~ b 2 _a 2 .d r (2a 2 -1 y (4.1) 

and for the asymmetric ("a") modes: 

tan ( v'1-7 . d ) 

tan(~bl-a2 .d) (4.2 ) 

where a = C, / C p , b = c, / C L , and d = 2 1r x f x t / C I , with c, and C L being 

the shear and longitudinal bulk wave velocities in the material, C p is the phase 

velocity at frequency f, and t is the thickness of the plate. The group velocity 

is simply the differentiation of the phase-velocity curve with respect to 

frequency, so that cg = dw/dk, where w = 21r./ ,and k is the wave number. 

Figure 4.8(a) shows the phase velocity dispersion curves for Lamb 

waves propagating in an aluminium plate, and Figure 4.8(b) shows the 

corresponding group velocity curves. As can be seen, there are two possible 

modes below 10 MHz, which are the zero order So and ao modes. Comparing the 

theoretical values with the calculated group velocities, it was confirmed that at 

this frequency-thickness combination only the So mode is propagating along the 

tested cylindrical container sample and no higher modes are present. This single 

Lamb wave mode is located in a non-dispersive region. Calculations using the 

arrival time of the time compression peaks gave a wave velocity of 5600 ± 250 

ms· l • As predicted, the propagation of the So wave can lead to acoustic 

interference with the wanted (L) mode at B around _70°, and 70°, and can mask 

the wanted (L) signal. 

For these reasons, the pulse compression apparatus shown earlier in 

Figure 4.4 was used to deal with this problem. Using pulse compression, the 

waveform that resulted is shown in Figure 4.9 as the dotted line,where it should 

be noted that the signal was captured with· no signal averaging. Each of the 

acoustic wave modes are represented as mono-polar peaks, as expected from 

cross-correlation processing as part of pulse compression. Calculations using the 

arrival time of the peaks gave so, SH and L wave velocities of 5100 ± 250 
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Figure 4.8: The velocity dispersion curves/or Lamb waves propagating in an 
aluminium plate o/thickness 0./5 mm, showing (a) phase velocity and (b) group 

velocity. 

56 

ms·l
, 3100 ± 70 ms·1 and 1485 ± 5 ms·1 respectively. As can be seen from the 

dotted-line, the signal obtained is similar to the waveform obtained in Figure 

4.6(a). The number of modes present is a result of the large time-bandwidth 

product chosen for the experiment. It would be of great advantage, however, to 

be able to generate the L mode predominantly, without the So mode making 

signal interpretation difficult. It was found that optimising the detection of a 

pure L mode from a complex acoustic signal was possible with an appropriate 

choice of time-bandwidth product. The waveform bandwidth and duration are 
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selectable within limits to provide a means of matching the coded wavefonn to 

eliminate any interference modes. This was obtained by shifting the dominant 

frequency employed in the chirp excitation to the signal bandwidth region of 

interest (i.e. the longitudinal mode). Note the spectral content of So and L are 

different as shown in Figure 4.6b, and this is due to the finite aperture size of the 

EMA Ts. This feature allows the generation of L mode without the So mode 

using pulse compression and EMA Ts. In the experiment, the duration of the 

chirp (T) was set to 50 J,lS, with both the centre frequency and Bandwidth ( B ) 

being 1.5 MHz. The result is illustrated in Figure 4.9 as the solid line. Now the 

through-transmitted Ll mode was highly visible in the time domain, as was its 

multiple reflection (L3). This approach thus allowed individual arrivals or 

modes to be easily identified in a complex signal. 
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Figure 4.9: Waveforms obtained using the pulse compression approach. The dotted 
line is the waveform obtainedfollowing conventional pulse compression, and contains 

So Lamb modes. Shear Horizontal (SH) waves and longitudinal (L) acoustic modes, 
with multiple arrivals of each denoted by additional numbers. The result of mode 

extraction of the longitudinal mode is shown as the solid line, where interference with 
other modes has been dramatically reduced 

The application of the pulse compression signal processing technique to 

EMA Ts was used to detennine the location of a water-oil interface in the 

container. Experiments were perfonned to examine the passage of the radiated 

ultrasonic beam through a liquid layer using a pair of identical EMATs. The 

transducers were set up in a through-transmission configuration. The schematic 
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diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.10. Both transducers 

were mounted to produce a beam perpendicular to the container surface. Pulse 

compression was used to improve the SNR of the measurement. Figure 4.11 

shows the through-transmission pulse compression output obtained in water 

(solid line), oil (dotted line) and at the water-oil interface (dashed line). 

i r Direction of 

Sunflower Oil the scan 

?I': . T 
Figure 4.10: The schematic diagram of the experimental setup to determine the 

location of a water-oil interface in the container. 
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Figure 4.11: A single through-transmission signal obtained in water (solid line); oil 
(dotted line) and at a water-oil interface (dashed line). 

The generation and detection of longitudinal wave across the container 

using EMATs does not require any coupling, this allowing a very high degree of 

accuracy for time arrival measurements (as no couplant is necessary from the 

transducers to the container wall). The calculations using these arrival times of 

the peaks gave a wave velocity of 1465 ± 15 ms·1 (water) and 1415 ± 35 ms·
1 
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(sunflower oil) respectively. This agrees with published results for longitudinal 

velocity in water of 1480 ms-1 and sunflower oil 1450 ms-1 [20]. 

The EMA Ts were also scanned vertically down the container, and pulse 

compression outputs obtained at 1 mm intervals. At each location, the peak 

amplitude and the arrival time of the L mode waveform were recorded. A plot 

of the results is shown in Figure 4.12. Note the waveforms contained only the 

longitudinal mode. The first arrival (L 1) corresponded to the through

transmitted longitudinal wave, and the subsequent smaller peak (L3) was the 

first multiple reflection. The liquid layer boundary is clearly visible, as the 

amplitude drops at the boundary, and the time of arrival of the signals changes 

at the same location. The predetermined position was compared to the actual 

location, giving an accuracy of ± 0.5 mm. 

E 
g 

20 
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E :g 
a. 

Time (1J5) 

Figure 4.12: A grey-scale plot of the data obtained at various heights as the EMAT 
system was scanned vertically over the water/oil interface region. 

A plot of the peak amplitude and arrival time, as a function of position 

(Figure 4.13(a)) indicates clearly the position of the boundary, although the 

latter gives a more accurate location. This is due to the received amplitude being 

dependant on the receiver aperture size. At the water-oil interface location, the 

attenuation is at maximum. Here, part of the radiated beam is transmitted via 

water and part transmitted via oil. Owing to the difference in acoustic properties 

through each of the two media, destructive interference results. To illustrate this, 

the frequency spectra obtained following measurements in water only (solid 
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line), oil only (dashed line), and at the interface between the two (dotted line) 

are shown in Figure 4.1 3 (b). 
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Figure 4.13: (a) The peak amplitude and the arrival time of the L mode as afunction of 
vertical position; (b) Frequency spectra obtained in water (solid line), oil (dashed 

line), and at the interface (dotted line). 

In isolation, the separate frequency response of oil and water are very 

similar, and similar to those obtained earlier in Figure 4.6 for the mode

extracted longitudinal mode. However, the spectrum obtained at the boundary 

between the immiscible mixture of oil and water clearly indicates that the water

oil interface is acting as a band-stop (notch) filter. This is most likely due to the 

fact that there is a phase mismatch between of the beams because of the 

difference in the speed of sound in each of these media and the consequent 

difference in the arrival time. 
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The apparatus shown earlier in Figure 4.4 was used to collect 

tomographic data using pulse compression and mode extraction. Each scan 

consisted of 41 receiver positions at 1 degree intervals opposite the source, and 

72 source locations (5 degree intervals) covering in the complete range of the 

circular container. The output signals were of the form similar to that obtained 

as the solid line in Figure 4.9, namely as a distinct longitudinal peak without 

interference from other guided wave modes. The pulse compression data was 

processed in real time. The data was then input to the tomographic 

reconstruction software, and images obtained from the amplitude of the received 

longitudinal wave signal at each source and receiver position. 

Figure 4.14(a) shows the attenuation image (dB.mm-1
) of the cylindrical 

container filled with water with a 6.6mm diameter copper rod located at the 

coordinates (55, 35) mm. As no waveform could be readily identified travelling 

directly through the copper rod, the reconstructed attenuation within the solid is 

thought to be due to diffraction of the waves around its edge in water. The 

copper rod can be distinguished in this image. The experiment was repeated 

with two 7.2 mm diameter aluminium rods located separately at the coordinates 

(15, 33) mm and (48, 48) mm with 65 averages. The attenuation (d8.mm-1
) of 

the reconstructed image is shown in Figure 4. 14(b). Despite the slight distortion, 

the reconstruction still extracted an accurate position of the aluminium rod. 

4.5 Conclusions 

A pair of non-contact EMATs has been used in this study to generate 

and detect ultrasonic waves across beverage containers. A planar spiral EMAT 

prototype was designed and fabricated using PCB techniques. EMATs do not 

require any coupling, which allows a high degree of accuracy for time of arrival 

measurements. It was shown that ultrasonic wave propagation in a typical 

beverage container is complex due to geometrical considerations. Multiple 

acoustic modes (e.g. symmetrical Lamb modes (so), shear horizontal SH modes, 

and longitudinal (L) modes) were shown to he present when conventional 

transient pulse excitation was used, and the presence of So and SH modes was 
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Figure 4.14: The reconstructed attenuation image (dB.mm-') of the water-filled 
cylindrical container with (a) a 6.6 mm diameter copper rod located at the coordinates 

(55, 35) mm, and (b) two 7.2 mm diameter aluminium rods located separately at the 
coordinates (15,33) mm; (48. 48) mm. Amplitude scales are arbitrary (J x /O-4). 

seen to prevent the required through-transmitted longitudinal (L) wave from 

being identified at all locations. Pulse compression signal processing was thus 

employed for mode extraction while maintaining a high resolution and good 

signal to noise ratio. The application of the pulse compression signal processing 

technique to EMATs was also used to determine the location of water-oil 

interface in the container. The destructive interference at the boundary location 

was due to the mismatch of acoustic impedance between different media. The 
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resolution obtained via arrival time was better than that obtained using 

attenuation, thought to be due mainly to the finite aperture of the EMATs. 

Fan-beam tomography was also employed for tomographic imaging of 

the size and location of solid objects in a cylindrical container. Here the use of 

mode extraction was seen to lead to clear images from the L mode, even though 

guided wave signals in the container wall were still present. This indicates that 

the combination of pulse compression and mode extraction, when applied to 

EMA T transducers for the testing of fluid-filled containers, gives a distinct 

advantage over other forms of testing such objects. 
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ChapterS 

Lamb Wave Tomography and Wavelet Processing 

5.1 Introduction and Background 

This chapter uses spiral coil EMATs to generate and receive Lamb 

waves in plates. The generation and reception of such waves using EMA Ts over 

a wide bandwidth is usually complicated, due to the fact that EMATs produce 

low SNR signals, and the fact that Lamb waves are dispersive. In this chapter, a 

Wavelet Transform has been used to identify particular Lamb wave modes 

within a complicated wide bandwidth signal generated and detected by EMATs. 

It is demonstrated that tomographic Lamb wave images can be produced using 

the modes identified in this way. The work is the subject of ajoumal paper [1]. 

Lamb waves are used increasingly for certain non-destructive evaluation 

(NDE) problems, as they can propagate over long distances in plate-like 

structures. The properties of both Rayleigh and Lamb waves for NDE and 

monitoring applications are. well documented [2]. For example, Lamb waves 

have been used to carry out rapid inspection of various structures [3], including 

boilers and heat exchanger piping [4]. They can also be used to determine the 

elastic properties of materials [5], and to measure the anisotropic properties of 

cold-rolled metals [6], an application investigated in more detail in Chapter 7. 

Other work has shown that they can be used for liquid level measurement in 

sealed metal tanks [7] and for corrosion thickness gauging in plates [8]. Lamb 

wave tomography and pipe corrosion monitoring have also been demonstrated 

[9]. There have also been developments in the area of non-contact Lamb wave 

ultrasonic excitation and detection, such as the use of laser techniques and air

coupled ultrasound [10, 11]. The technique could have application in the metal 

forming industry, where rapid imaging of sheet material using a fixed 

cylindrical EMAT array against a flat surface could highlight areas of defects at 

early points in the production process. 

65 
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Lamb wave offers a powerful non-destructive technique for the health 

assessment of large structures as their propagation properties depend on the 

thickness and the mechanical properties of the material. For example, low cost 

and small piezoelectric transducers have been used for aircraft wing inspection 

[12]. An ,air-coupled ultrasonic method for the inspection of railroad tracks has 

been demonstrated in [13]. Air-coupled ultrasonic testing can benefit from non

contact probing and ease of transducer positioning. Structural heath monitoring 

of composite structures using Lamb wave tomography has been illustrated by 

Prasad et af. [14], and Lamb wave diffraction tomography has been conducted 

by Wang et al. [15] for reconstructing images of structural damage, providing 

quantitative information on structural health. 

It is well known that Lamb wave testing is complicated by the dispersive 

nature of Lamb waves. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1(a), which shows the 

phase velocity dispersion curves for Lamb waves propagating in a 1 mm thick 

aluminium plate. Figure 5.1 (b) shows that the corresponding group velocity (the 

velocity at which energy propagates along the plate) also exhibits dispersion 

(i.e. is a function of the frequency-thickness product). Thus, if a broad 

bandwidth source is used, the different frequency components of the wave will 

travel at different speeds, and more than one mode can exist at any given 

frequency. At low frequency-thickness products, only two modes, ao and so, can 

propagate. As the frequency-thickness increases, more modes are possible and 

the interpretation of signals tends to become more complicated. 

An accurate determination of the particular mode of interest is essential 

as each mode has different through-thickness displacement values, and they are 

sensitive to different types of flaws. These characteristics make received signals 

difficult to interpret directly, and prevent Lamb waves from being applied easily 

in many NDE applications for plate-like structures. One approach to simplifying 

the interpretation of received signals is to excite a single'Lamb mode. This can 

be achieved by reducing the bandwidth of the signal by employing tone-burst 

excitation. However, this method must be used with care as additional modes 

are easily excited if the tone-burst is too short [16]. Increasing the number of 

cycles in the tone-burst reduces the bandwidth, which can also help to improve 

the signal to noise ratio. However, the resultant increase in the duration of the 

propagating signal makes it more difficult to resolve multiple reflections. 
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Figure 5.1: (a) Phase velocity and (b) group velocity dispersion curves/or thefirstfive 

Lamb wave modes in a 1 mm thick aluminium plate. 

Another way to improve the wave localisation process is by considering 

only certain frequency components using a time-frequency analysis. For 

instance, the pseudo-Wigner-Ville distribution has been used to measure the 

group velocities of Lamb wave in a graphite/epoxy plate [17], and a time

frequency analysis based on the short time Fourier Transform (STFT) has been 

used to obtain the propagation times of scattered ultrasonic signals in many 

structural materials [18-20]. An efficient method for mode identification is the 

two-dimensional Fourier Transform (2D-FFT), which is employed to assist the 

interpretation of the complicated signals which are produced by mode 

conversion and dispersion [21]. This, however, requires multiple transducer 
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locations. More recent work has used a discrete-wavelet fingerprint technique 

(DWFP) for noise reduction and enveloping of Lamb wave signals generated by 

contact piezoelectric transducers [22]. Here the source was excited with a high 

power tone-burst signal, and a polynomial fit was employed to perform mode 

identification on the experimental data. The processed data was then used for 

cross-hole tomographic imaging. 

In the work to be described in this Chapter, a Wavelet Transform has 

been used to identify particular Lamb wave modes, and quantitative information 

concerning each mode extracted from the experimental data. Note that guided 

waves have been used in many practical measurements where such a technique 

would have value [23,24], and wavelet transforms have shown use in studying 

reflections of guided waves [25]. The particular measurement to be described 

here used a pair of EMA Ts over a wide bandwidth, to generate and detect Lamb 

waves in aluminium plates. It was demonstrated that tomographic Lamb wave 

images could be achieved using a single Lamb wave mode, even when both 

multiple propagation modes and reflections from the end of the sample were 

present. Thus, by combining time-frequency analysis with a broadband 

excitation source, different images could be obtained using different modes, 

without the need for repeat scans. 

There are various wavelet approaches. that could be used to treat 

ultrasonic Lamb wave data from EMATs. What is required is the efficient 

identification and isolation of the various propagating modes in a plate, and the 

subsequent reconstruction of tomographic images from the data supplied by 

wavelet processing. As mentioned from the beginning, two approaches are 

described in this chapter. The main one is the use of a continuous wavelet 

transform using a Gaussian or "Mexican Hat" wavelet, followed by a Hilbert 

Transform. This method leads to good results, and has been included in a 

journal paper that has been accepted for publication [1]. This approach forms 

the main part of this Chapter, with examples of mode extraction and 

tomographic Lamb wave images being shown in a later Section. It will be 

demonstrated that mode isolation can be achieved efficiently, and that both 

amplitude and arrival time data can be extracted for input to imaging algorithms 

of the type. In addition, an alternative wavelet, the MorIet wavelet, will also be 

investigated for mode identification, and the results for mode extraction are then 
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compared to the Mexican Hat approach. As will be seen, similar time-frequency 

plots result, indicating that both can give the required information. 

5.2 The Continuous Wavelet Transform 

Amongst the various techniques for time-frequency analysis, a Wavelet 

Transform (WT) is, in principle, particularly suitable for locating the high 

frequency components of Lamb waves [26]. For example, the Short Term 

Fourier Transform (STFT) may not give good resolution at high frequencies 

because of the use of a fixed window function. A number of studies have been 

conducted on the application of the WT in damage detection [27-29], where it 

has been shown that the time-frequency WT can improve the wave localisation 

process. Unlike the Fourier Transform, which uses sinusoidal functions as its 

basis, the WT uses more general basis functions, "'a b (t), known as daughter 

wavelets. The continuous wavelet transform of a particular function of time 

J{t) is defined as: 

WJa,b = r. J(t )'" a,b (I }cit (5.1) 

where WJa,b is the wavelet coefficient. Each daughter wavelet is derived from a 

prescribed function, called the mother wavelet "'(I), through scaling and 

shifting. Mathematically, this can be written as: 

(5.2) 

in which a and b are real positive continuous variables controlling the degrees 

of scaling and shifting, respectively. The value of b represents the shift of the 

wavelet in time, whereas the value of a represents a change in time scale, 

where a> O. 

As described above, the Gaussian or "Mexican Hat" function (Figure 

5.2) will be studied initially as the mother wavelet and is proportional to the 

second derivative function of the Gaussian probability density function. 
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This function can be expressed as: 

(S.3) 

and is useful for extracting a particular harmonic component of dispersive 

waves. 
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Figure 5.2: Mexican Hat or Gaussian waveletfunction. 

The peak of the magnitude plot of Wla,b signifies the presence of a wave group 

whose frequency and arrival time are indicated by the corresponding scaling and 

shifting parameters, i.e., a and b, respectively. The expression for the 

continuous wavelet transform (CWT) in discrete form, is now: 

1 ~ ()In
+
1 (I-b) Wla,b = .Ja ~ Inn 'II -;;- dt (S.4) 

where I{n) is a discrete time-signal which is obtained by sampling I{/) at a 

sampling rate I" The centre frequency, fc of the wavelet 'II a,b (I) is then 

related to the sampling period I" and when the wavelet is dilated by a factor a, 

this centre frequency becomes fc / a. The discrete signal I{n) then has the 

values at discrete-time points n = t x /, for integer values of n. At any values of 

a and b, the wavelet coefficients Wla,b are obtained by convolving I{n) with 

a dilated and translated version of the mother wavelet, as described by Equation 

(5.4). 
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5.3 Simulations 

The operation of the CWT can be illustrated using a simple simulated 

waveform such as that shown in Figure 5.3(a). The first arrival is a lOllS long 

signal at a certain frequency f.., followed after a time delay of 55 IlS by a 

second, higher frequency component h of the same duration. The centre 

frequencies Vc) of the h and h arrivals were set to 1.7 MHz and 4 MHz, 

respectively. The corresponding frequency spectrum, obtained via an FFT, is 

shown in Figure 5.3(b). Figure 5.3(c) shows the result ofa CWT analysis of the 

simulated signal. As expected, the signal components are well localised in both 

time and frequency, demonstrating that the approach has merit for signal 

identification. However, the oscillatory nature of the signals makes 

identification difficult for the signal at frequency 12' For these reasons, it is 

more convenient to plot the envelope of these functions using a Hilbert 

transform of the CWT output. Such a technique has been used previously for 

envelope detection in vibration studies [30, 31], meteorological [32] and speech 

data [33]. 

Defining the real and imaginary parts of the complex CWT as 

Wfa,b (t) and iWfa.bI(t) respectively, so that: 

I Wla,b (t) I = ~ Wla.b (t)2 + iWla,bI{t Y (5.5) 

where Wla,b (t) is the wavelet coefficient obtained in Equation (5.4), and 

Wfa,bI(/) is associated to Wfa,b (I) obtained by the Hilbert Transform: 

Wla,bI{t) = Wla,b (t). h{t) (5.6) 

where • is the convolution product and h( I) = 1/{1f I). Hence, substituting 

Equation (5.6) into Equation (5.5) can produced the smoothed CWT output of 

Wla.b· 
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Figure 5.3: (a) Simple simulated signal containing two discrete frequencies (jj and j~ 
travelling at different speed, with added random noise. (b) The corresponding 

frequency spectrum. (c) Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) oj (a). 
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Figure 5.4: The effect of smoothing. (a) fi component extraction, and (b) CWT 
magnitude of the waveform shown earlier in Figure 5.3(a). 
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The smoothed CWT output which results for the f.. component is shown 

in Figure 5.4(a). The corresponding CWT image is shown in Figure 5.4(b) for 

both components of the waveform, giving a clearer representation of the wave 

modes than was possible without smoothing (shown earlier in Figure S.3(c)). In 

the processing of real EMA T data, described below, a filtering technique of 

variable width window was used, to produce an efficient method for time-

frequency representation of the waveform. I Wfa,b I could then be plotted and 

used to determine whether a particular wave mode was present at that location 

on the time-frequency plot. 

Ultrasonic Rayleigh and Lamb waves have been used in past work to 

reconstruct images in metal plates using water immersion techniques [34] , 
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whereas other workers have used contact [35] and EMAT-based techniques 

[37]. This Chapter investigates the use of Lamb wave mode extraction using 

wavelets, so that tomographic images can be easily formed from waveforms 

where such modes overlap in time. Although various types of algorithm can be 

used to reconstruct tomographic images [38], the filtered back-projection 

algorithm [39], was used here, as it is efficient and easy to use. The tomography 

process can be explained by considering the sampling geometry shown 

schematically in Figure 5.5, in which data is collected by scanning transducer 

pairs at a fixed distance apart to form a projection p at an angle (J. Note that a 

variable has to be extracted for each particular mode using the CWT to produce 

an image, an example being time of arrival variations (leading to an image 

displaying changes in velocity). However, the image reconstruction technique 

can be used for any acoustic variable (e.g. attenuation or frequency shift). The 

CWT is the means by which the properties of each mode can be identified, from 

each individual path across the object. 
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Figure 5.5: Sampling geometry used/or tomographic reconstruction. 

5.4 Experimental Setup 

A spiral coil EMAT of 10 mm diameter was used in these experiments, 

and is shown schematically in Figure S.6(a). The EMAT was constructed using 
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15 turns of 134AWP enamelled copper wire (0.22 mm diameter). The EMAT 

coil was placed against the flat face of a circular disc-shaped magnet to provide 

a magnetic field primarily in the direction normal to the sample surface. A 

neodymium-iron-boron sintered magnet was used, with a maximum flux density 

(Rr) of -1.5 T. The experimental configuration is shown schematically in 

Figure 5.6(b), and used two similar EMA Ts. The source was driven with a I kV 

high voltage unipolar pulse of duration - 0.2 ~s from an A VTECH A VRH-l-C 

pulse generator. Lamb waves generated by the EMA T travelled along the plate 

to the receiver, which used a high impedance, high gain preamp (62 dB) fitted 

with a double-shielded cable to minimise electromagnetic noise pick-up. A 

second-order Butterworth high-pass filter was used to remove some of the 

random noise. The time waveform was the recorded on an Agilent 54622D 

digital oscilloscope. The two EMATs were separated by 50 mm (from centre to 

centre) in the work reported here. 
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Figure 5.6: The experimental configuration/or Lamb wave measurementS. 

Tomographic Lamb wave images were created by scanning the pair of 

EMATs, at a fixed 50 mm separation, across the surface of 0.69 mm thick 

aluminium plates containing known defects. The transducers were mounted on 

an X-V translation stage driven by stepping motors, the exact position being 
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controlled by the computer via the motor drives. The data for tomographic 

images was obtained by scanning the transducer pair at some particular angle 0 

(see Figure 5.5) to form a projection, each of which consisted of 75 parallel 

measurements at 1 mm intervals. The transducer pair was then rotated by an 

incremental angle IlO of 12°, and the process repeated. 

5.5 Results Using the Mexican Hat Wavelet 

An example of the experimental EMAT data for a 1 mm thick 

aluminium plate is shown in Figll!e 5.7, including (a) the time signal, (b) the 

corresponding frequency spectrum, and (c) the result of the CWT where the 

magnitude (Equation (5.5» of the coefficient is plotted as changes in grey-scale. 

Also plotted in Figure 5.7(c) are the expected group velocity curves for each 

mode. The large signal at the start of the time waveform in Figure 5.7(a) is 

electromagnetic pickup from the drive circuit, and this is followed by acoustic 

signals in the form of overlapping Lamb modes, which are difficult to identify. 

The large signal due to pickup was removed by windowing the original time 

signal (Figure 5.7(a» from 7 f.1s to 100 f.1s to remove break-through noise. The 

frequency spectrum of Figure 5.7(b) shows that certain frequency bands are 

present, corresponding to certain modes of propagation. Thus, the first small 

peak is probably due to one or both of the two zero-order Lamb modes, but 

these are not identifiable separately. The next three modes are probably the at, 

51 and 52 from their cut-off values, although this again is not a certain prediction. 

Processing with the CWT gives more information. Inspection of Figure 

5.7(c) shows that both the ao and So modes were present, primarily at 

frequencies below 1 MHz. Note that the large amplitude of the al component 

makes analysis of other modes difficult (e.g. due to the large amplitude 

difference between the a) and S2 modes). Hence, in Figure 5.7(c) and throughout 

such processing, the ultrasonic data was compressed by raising all values to the 

114 power (i.e. the value of I W/(a,b)1 was normalised within the plot, and then 

to discard contours within values lower than a 25% of the maximum in order to 

reduce clutter). This additional process improved the visibility of the lower 

amplitude modes, so that they were visible in the same time-frequency plot. 
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Figure 5.7: Experimental EMA T results for a 1 mm thick aluminium plate, showing (a) 
the received time waveform, (b) the correspondingfrequency spectrum, and (c) CWT 

magnitude of the time waveform in (a). 
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Figure 5.7(c) demonstrates that the first mode to reach the receiver in the 

experimental waveform at the top of the figure is the So mode. This is followed 

by the ao, Sl and S2 modes and later by the S2 mode. The experimental data is 

consistent with theoretical predictions in that the data derived from the CWT 

lies on the theoretical dispersion curves. It is interesting to note that the EMA T 

source has succeeded in generating these modes with good signal amplitudes, 

with the al mode having the largest amplitude and the S2 being the least visible. 

This is thought to be a feature of the geometry of the spiral EMA T coil. 

Because the modes are separated (i.e. are well-localised) on the time

frequency plot, a more accurate measurement of the group velocity of selected 

Lamb modes could be determined from the CWT output, at a particular 

frequency, by analysing the data at different propagation distances. An example 

is shown in Figure 5.8 for the Sl Lamb mode in a 0.69 mm thick aluminium 

plate, at a frequency of 4.4 MHz. Here, ten measurements were taken at 5 mm 

increments in propagation distance, over a range of 50 mm to 95 mm, by 

scanning the EMA T receiver away from a fixed source location. A least-squares 

fit of arrival time versus distance was then used to calculate the propagation 

velocity at the chosen frequency of 4.4 MHz, which for the Sl mode was found 

to be 2100 ± 450 ms· l
. 

Figure 5.8: Measured s, mode group velocities on a 0.69 mm thick aluminium plate. 

5.6 Lamb Wave Tomographic Imaging 

As was illustrated in Figure 5.7, the CWT technique can assist in mode 

identification within EMAT Lamb waveforms over a wide bandwidth range. 
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Each of these modes can be used to produce images of defects in plates. Thus, 

data for so, al and SI waveforms were obtained at particular frequencies in terms 

of peak amplitude, arrival time and centre frequency from the time-frequency 

plots. This data was then used as input to the tomographic reconstruction 

process for a given mode of propagation. A form of difference tomography was 

employed, in which all measurements were made with respect to the first ray 

path in each projection, which passed across defect-free material. The 

reconstructed image would then correspond to changes in a chosen parameter 

caused by the presence of a defect. 

Three samples were imaged, each with a different artificial defect that 

was machined into the samples. Photographs of these three defects are presented 

in Figure 5.9. Consider first the 11 mm circular defect in the 0.69 mm thick 

aluminium plate. Images of attenuation in dB.mm-l were produced using 

variations in peak amplitude of the so, al and SI modes, and the results are 

plotted in Figure 5.10. As can be seen, the al mode (Figure 5.10(b» seemed to 

give the better image in terms of dynamic range and resolution. The al mode 

data was thus also used to produce images from both time of flight and peak 

frequency shift, with the results being presented in Figures 5.11(a) and (b) 

respectively. 

Comparison to Figure 5.10 shows that, while the defect is visible in the 

centre of the images, the dynamic range is not as good as that obtained from 

amplitude data. Note the defect size indicated from attenuation data for the al 

mode (Figure 5.10(b» is larger than that of the original hole; this is due to 

diffraction and aperture effects. This is demonstrated further by a maximum of 

attenuation (darker region) at the centre of the image, surrounded by a lighter 

shade region of lower attenuation (i.e. higher amplitude), an effect of 

diffraction. The slowness image of Figure 5.11(a), obtained from time of flight 

data, indicates a more correct size for the defect, but contains more noise and 

reconstruction artefacts. This was also noted with the other defects of Figure 

5.9(b) and 5.9(c), images of which using amplitude data are shown for the al 

mode only in Figure 5.12. The different sizes of the two circular depressions in 

eachofthe plates (Figures 5.10(b) and 5.12(a» cause qualitative changes in the 

resulting images, noting that the smaller defect is non~circular; further, the 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5. 9: Photographs of artificial defects in aluminium plates. (a) circular defect of 
-11 mm diameter in 0.69 mm thick plate; (b) a non-circular defect of -5.8 mm 
maximum width in a 1.25 mm thick aluminium plate; (c) a rectangular slot of 

dimensions 1.3 mm x 10.5 mm machined through a 0.79 mm thick plate. 
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Figure 5.10: Tomographic attenuation image, formed from amplitude data, of the 
defect shown earlier in Figure 5.9(a), using data for (a) So (b) al and (c) Sl modes. 
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Figure 5.11: Tomographic reconstruction using the a, mode and the sample of Figure 
5,9(a), in terms of, (a) a, arrival time (to give slowness image), and (b) shift in peak 

frequency, 

image of the slot (Figure 5,12(b)) shows some asymmetry, indicating that it is 

non-circular, 

The exact shape will not be reconstructed, due to the fact that the 

slot itself, being 1 0,5 mm long, was of the same order of size as the EMATs 

themselves (10 mm diameter) , Thus, the relatively large transducer aperture 

would decrease imaging resolution, Further, the tomographic reconstruction 
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Figure 5.12: Tomographic attenuation images using the a, mode amplitude for (a) the 
smaller non-circular defect shown in Figure 5.9(b), and (b) the slot shown in Figure 

5.9(c). 

process uses interpolation, which tends to smooth out data in the B direction 

(see Figure 5.5). These factors together dictate that the slot is not entirely 

resolved in shape; however, there is still evidence in the image of the presence 

of a non-circular defect. Note that, in addition, all time-frequency techniques 

have a limitation on resolution in either time or frequency, especially for finite 

duration signals. The EMA T aperture effect above will be in addition to these 

fundamental features of the WT approach. 
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5.7 Discussion 

In this chapter, a time-frequency analysis method using a Continuous 

Wavelet Transform (CWT) has been used to characterise Lamb wave group 

velocity dispersion from broadband signals in plates. The use of a pair of non

contact EMATs generated Lamb waves containing both zero and higher order 

modes. These multiple modes were superimposed on each other in the time

domain waveform. The CWT was able to separate these modes in time

frequency space, a process known as mode extraction, to allow dispersion 

measurements to be made. The arrival times were then used with the known 

propagation distance to calculate the group velocity dispersion. The agreement 

between the time-frequency measured dispersion and the known theoretical 

dispersion curves for aluminium was excellent. The EMA T system was also 

used for tomographic imaging using Lamb waves. It was demonstrated that the 

performance was better for the higher order al and SI modes than for the So 

mode. Although amplitude-based data was found to give the best images in 

terms of dynamic range and signal to noise ratio, other methods using the 

frequency-shift of a given mode, or a change in mode arrival time, were also 

demonstrated. 

5.8 The Use of the Morlet Wavelet 

S.S.1 Background to the Morlet Wavelet 

As stated at the start of this Chapter, there are various approaches to 

wavelet processing that could have been chosen. In the above, a "Mexican Hat" 

wavelet followed by a Hilbert Transform was used within the overall CWT 

approach, and this gave good results. The Mexican Hat wavelet has the ability 

to identify the positive and negative peaks of different frequency in a signal, and 

the Hilbert Transform was used to obtain the modulus of the wavelet 

coefficients, I W/(a,b )1. Ho~ever, the use of other wavelet types could be more 

efficient, as there are a wide variety of popular wavelet algorithms that exist, 
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such as the Haar and Daubenchies. More examples of wavelet bases and 

functions can be found in [39]. 

Many other wavelets can thus be used to obtain time-frequency plot for 

ultrasonics mode identification. One example is the Morlet wavelet [40]. The 

MorIet wavelet is a complex-valued wavelet, and hence generates coefficients 

expressible with both a magnitude IW/(a,b)1 and a phase qJ (a,b). Thus, a 

time-frequency analysis performed using the MorIet wavelet could be more 

sensitive to frequency information, and more detail concerning each ultrasonic 

mode could also be obtained. It was therefore decided to investigate the MorIet 

wavelet. The modulus of the wavelet coefficients computed by the MorIet 

wavelet can be presented using a wavelet map (in the same way as described in 

Figure 5.7), in which contours of constant amplitude of I WI (a, b) I are plotted 

versus time and frequency. The use of the MorIet wavelet has the advantage that 

a Hilbert Transform is not required, simplifying the analysis. The real and 

imaginary parts of a MorIet wavelet are shown in Figure 5.13, and the 

expression for the MorIet wavelet can be written as: 

(5.7) 

where t is a dimensionless variable (e.g., a normalised time), and wI" is the 

dimensionless centre frequency of the wavelet [39-41]. The value of wI" 

determines the number of cycles relative to the central peak. at t = O. This value 

could affect the properties of the time-frequency analysis (i.e. the time

frequency uncertainty principle). The MorIet wavelet can thus be "tuned" for a 

particular application to provide an optimal compromise between time and 

frequency resolution. 

In this chapter, wl"= 1 was chosen for the MorIet wavelet, which gives 

second, third, and fourth peak. of amplitude 0.606, 0.135, and 0.011 times the 

central peak value respectively. The resultant wavelet is shown in Figure 5.13, 

identifying that the wavelet essentially vanishes after three oscillations. All 

other wavelets used in the analysis are translations and dilations of the mother 
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Figure 5.13: The complex-valued Morlet wavelet: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. 

wavelet, as was described in Equation (5.2). The value of a in equation (5.2) 

can be adjusted for a particular frequency range of interest.. The wavelet 

transform algorithm presented in this chapter is therefore very flexible in 

producing time-frequency data. Applying the Fourier transform defined in 

Equation (5.7) gives the Morlet wavelet in the frequency domain [41], which 

can be defined as follows: 

(5.8) 
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The Morlet wavelet can be viewed as a band-pass filter in the frequency 

domain. Figure 5.14 shows the resultant frequency spectrum for the Morlet 

wavelet function with two different values of scale a to illustrate this. 
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Figure 5.14: Frequency domain representation of the Mortet wavelet. An increase in 
wavelet scale, a, corresponds to a decrease in the centre frequency. 

The wavelet family to which the Morlet wavelet belongs exhibit the 

property of linear phase, which is needed for signal analysis and image 

reconstruction [40]. These wavelets are both symmetric, which is useful in 

avoiding dephasing in wavelet processing [39], and exhibit infinite regularity, 

which is useful for getting high resolution image features [42]. More details can 

be found in [42]. 

The Morlet wavelet has been investigated in past work for the non

destructive inspection of concrete with a single receiving transducer [43]. It was 

suggested that the use of Morlet Wavelet to measure dispersion had the potential 

to separate the effects of inhomogeneities and damage. The use of Morlet 

wavelet has also been proposed for SNR improvement of highly scattering 

materials in ultrasonic NDT [44]. 

5.8.2 Analysis of EMAT data 

Data from a pair of broadband EMATs on a 0.69 mm thick aluminium 

plate have been analysed using the Morlet wavelet. The recorded experimental 

waveform is shown in Figure 5.15(a), and the magnitude of the wavelet 

coefficients is plotted as changes in gray-scale as shown in Figure 5.15(b). 
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Figure 5.15: Experimental EMA T results for a 0.69 mm thick aluminium plate; 
showing (a) the received time waveform (expanded version of the waveform shown 

earlier in Figure 5.7(a)); (b) the corresponding CWT magnitude of the time waveform 
in (a); (c) 3D visualisation of the data shown in (b). 
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The low frequency range (i.e. the So mode) corresponded to the wavelet 

coefficients that were obtained by the high scale version of the wavelet (i.e., the 

mother wavelet being stretched in time). Similarly, the low scale wavelet 0. e., 

being compressed) produced the high frequency range. This method has 

efficiently used a variable-width window-filtering technique to allow mode 

separation of wave modes in a waveform. Correlation magnitude values are then 

used to determine whether a wave mode is present at that pixel location. The 

separation of the modes is obvious, and it is clear that, as expected, the original 

time waveform contained both zero and higher order Lamb modes. The 

predicted modes are labelled. There is also evidence of reflections from the edge 

of the plate. Note that a 5 MHz frequency range was used for the display. Figure 

5.15(c) shows a 3D visualisation plot corresponds to Figure 5.15(b). 

To compare the results of the MorIet Wavelet to that of the "Mexican 

Hat" approach, Figure 5.16 shows the results from an experimental signal in 1 

mm thick aluminium. This is the same data as used earlier in Figure 5.7, so that 

a direct comparison between the two wavelets can be made. The distance, I, 

was kept at ..... 50 mm centre to centre apart and the apparatus used was as 

discussed above. As before, the original time (Figure 5.16(a» and CWT domain 

transforms (Figure 5.16(b» are also shown, with the theoretical group 

dispersion curves for the 1 mm thick aluminium plate that superimposed on the 

experimental data in Figure 5.16(b). The experimental data is consistent with 

theoretical predictions in that the data lies on the predicted curves. However, the 

Sl mode has the largest uncertainty as shown in the wavelet map. This is most 

likely due to the finite diameter of the devices, and the error associated to the 

thickness of the entire plate. Comparison to Figure 5.7 shows that the MorIet 

wavelet is very well localised in frequency, i.e. it has much sharper resolution in 

frequencies, whereas the Mexican hat followed by Hilbert Transform 

spectrogram has broader spreading in general for the experimental data in both 

time and frequency. This is because the Mexican hat is real-valued, and captures 

both positive and negative oscillations of the time series. The MorIet wavelet is 

complex-valued, and therefore can be more sensitive to the frequencies 

incorporated within the Wavelet Transform. The MorIet wavelet also has a good 

band-pass filter characteristic in frequency domain as shown earlier, and hence 

the results are better localised in frequency.· 
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Figure 5.16: Experimental EMA T results for a 1 mm thick aluminium plate, showing 
(a) the received time waveform; (b) CWT magnitude using Morlet wavelet of the time 

waveform. 

5.9 Discussion and Conclusions 

90 

The wavelet transform approach is very useful when wide bandwidth 

measurements are made, such as when EMATs are used, and where more than 

one acoustic mode is present. It allows the modes to be identified so that one 

particular mode can be chosen easily from a complicated time waveform. This 

approach is likely to be useful for many other applications where reflections and 

multiple modes are likely to be encountered. 

The use of different types of wavelet, such as Mexican hat and Morlet, 

have been demonstrated to be powerful tools for mode detection and Lamb 

wave analysis. The most noticeable difference between the two wavelet 
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approaches is the fine structure in frequency resulting from the MorIet wavelet. 

The Mexican hat is real-valued and captures both the positive and negative 

oscillations of the time series as separate peaks. The subsequent use of a Hilbert 

Transform combines both positive and negative peaks into a single broad peak. 

Conversely, the MorIet is a complex wavelet in nature and contains both the 

magnitude and phase information, and hence, the resultant wavelet power 

combines both positive and negative peaks into a single sharp peak. The use of 

the MorIet wavelet would produce a plot similar to that from the Mexican hat 

approach. 

Overall, the same features appear in both plots, approximately at the 

same location. However, a complex wavelet function will return information 

about both amplitude and phase and is better adapted for capturing oscillatory 

behaviour and modes isolation. Hence, this approach is recommended for better 

fast and efficient detection of complicated ultrasonic modes. However, in 

general it can also be stated that wavelet analysis is a good approach to the 

treatment of Lamb wave data from broad bandwidth EMATs. 
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Chapter 6 

Texture Measurement of Metal Sheets 

6.1 Introduction 

As has been discussed elsewhere in this thesis, the excitation and 

detection of Lamb waves is complex and generally consists of many dispersive 

modes. The characteristics of Lamb waves vary with frequency, material 

properties, and thickness of a plate; furthermore, modes with different velocities 

can be excited at the same time. This makes mode identification difficult. In 

order to estimate the arrival times efficiently without the disturbance of modes 

overlapping in a dispersive media or from noise, the Continuous Wavelet 

Transform (CWT) approach was described in Chapter 5 as a very useful tool for 

adapting to the mode extraction and arrival times estimation. The CWT is 

superior approach for time-frequency analysis tools because its time scale width 

of window can be stretched to match the original signal, especially in ultrasonic 

Lamb wave studies. This makes it particularly useful for non-stationary signal 

analysis, such as noises and transients. In addition, a more efficient approach 

can be obtained by using Digital Wavelet Transform (DWT) signal processing 

technique. This fast algorithm is the multi-resolution analysis, which is a non

redundant decomposition [1]. However, the drawback of non-redundant 

transform is their non-invariance in time, i.e., the original signal can not be 

synthesised from the wavelet coefficients perfectly. 

In this Chapter, mUltiple ultrasonic Lamb wave modes are considered for 

the non-destructive characterisation of texture and formability of metal sheets. 

Because the standard DWT is translation variant owing to the sub-sampling 

procedure, the signals reconstructed from these wavelet coefficients may 

include some distortion. This is undesired especially for physical acoustic 

characterisation. In order to extract the accurate wave modes and to estimate 

their arrival time from ultrasonic signals quickly and efficiently for on-line 

95 
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applications, a method based on the undecimated DWT [2] is used in this 

Chapter. This process is called the stationary wavelet transform (SWT), which 

was introduced to make the wavelet decomposition time invariant [3]. This 

technique is well established and it has been used to improve the performance of 

wavelets in signal de-noising [4-7]. Moreover, the existence of a fast iterative 

implementation of the SWT decomposition used in this work makes this method 

very practical for work in texture measurement. 

6.2 Overview of Texture Measurements 

Any polycrystalline metal contains texture, whether natural or induced. 

Such materials have a slightly anisotropic character, which originates from the 

preferred orientation of the crystallite of texture [8, 9]. The texture is 

characterised by a set of dimensionless parameters ~mn' called orientation 

distribution coefficients (ODCs). The characteristics of these sheets can be 

effectively controlled by this texture. For instance, steel sheets for the outer 

panels of automobiles and refrigerators have characteristics which prevent 

damage during press forming through control of this texture. This type of steel 

sheet has good formability. 

There are several metallic materials where the chemical composition and 

manufacturing conditions are carefully controlled to develop appropriate texture 

for specific purposes. One good example is grain-oriented Fe-3%Si alloy sheets, 

which have easy directions of magnetisation closely aligned along the rolling 

direction. Because of the strong magnetic polarisation [10], these electrical 

sheets are used as core materials for power transformers. Another example is 

cold-rolled steel sheets used for automobile body parts, beverage cans, etc. 

Because the sheets are pressed and stretched to form parts, they should have 

such a plastic anisotropy that they deform easily in the sheet plane with little 

thickness reduction. 

Traditionally, ODCs are obtained through X-ray [11] or neutron 

diffraction techniques [12, 13]. However, while these techniques are generally 
. . 

preferred for laboratory studies, problems arise while applying these techniques 

in a production environment. Neutron techniques are usually impractical 
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because of the absence of portable sources, and X-ray techniques are rather 

expensive and introduce safety questions associated with the presence of 

radiation. Hence ultrasonic techniques have received considerable attention as 

an alternative technology for monitoring the texture of metal sheet over the past 

decades [14-23]. Many of these studies used EMATs for ultrasonic generation 

and detection. 

Determining ultrasonic velocities enables the measurement of the degree 

of anisotropy in polycrystalline metals. These change with the propagation and 

polarisation directions relative to the rolling and normal directions, and in the 

case of a rolled plate, showing an orthorhombic symmetry [24, 25]. During 

thermo mechanical processes, crystallites rotate during crystal slip and the 

crystal orientations tend to be partially aligned in a certain direction. However, 

the magnitude of the anisotropy is usually small and the absolute velocity 

differences are -100 ms· l at most [15]. Other aspects including grain size, 

shape, precipitation particles, and even lattice defects are less influential than 

the anisotropy when lower measurement frequencies are used [26, 27]. The 

effect of the texture is much larger than that caused by stress [28], although 

there is an interest in measuring residual stress non-destructively [29]. For pure 

stress measurements, texture effects should be minimised [30]. Various 

ultrasonic modes have been proposed for use in texture measurement. These 

include the symmetrical Lamb wave (so) mode [31], the Shear Horizontal wave 

(SH) [32], and Rayleigh wave [33]. 

In a typical experimental setup, the velocities of the waves are measured 

as a function of wave propagation angle with respect to the rolling direction of 

the plate. Lamb waves, as illustrated in Chapter 5 are dispersive, and this 

dispersion must be considered in order to isolate the small, texture-induced 

shifts in the velocity. There are two approximate dispersion correction methods, 

one proposed by Thompson, et al [11] and the other introduced by Hirao and 

Fukuoka [26]. Later in [34], it is found that when the plate thickness to 

wavelength ratio, tlA. is less than 0.15, both Thompson's and Hirao's methods 

work satisfactorily. When the II A. ratio exceeds 0.3, neither Thompson's nor 

Hirao's dispersion correction method provide adequate corrections for the 

texture measurement techniques. Within the range of 0.15 - OJ, Thompson's 
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method is recommended for weakly anisotropic sheets and plates and Hirao's 

method may be more appropriate for some strongly anisotropic cases. 

In this Chapter, EMATs are used to generate multiple ultrasonic Lamb 

wave modes for the characterisation of texture in metal sheets. While this has 

been studied in many previous papers, as described above, a different approach 

to the analysis is taken in this thesis. Since only three constants (W4OO ' W420 , and 

W440 ) define the elastic anisotropy in the most commonly used approximation. 

in previous work, these constants were evaluated using ultrasonic velocities 

measured typically at 0°, 45° and 90° with respect to the metal sheet. However, 

greater accuracy in calculating these ODCs values can potentially be obtained 

by fitting the theoretical angular dependent velocity to the experimental data. It 

is then possible to extract the ODCs and obtain some degree of confidence in 

the values from the correlation of the fit. This process will use the Stationary 

wavelet transform (SWT) as a convenient and accurate technique for extracting 

the required data from selected Lamb wave modes. So that this approach can be 

implemented conveniently in the presence of multiple Lamb modes. 

6.2.1 Theoretical Background 

Several authors have developed a quantitative relation between the 

observed elastic constants of polycrystalline metal. the acoustic velocities in 

various directions and the crystallographic orientation distribution of the 

material. This is most often written in terms of the orientation distribution 

coefficients ~mn' Roe [8, 9] showed that by considering the elastic coefficients 

for each individual grain's crystallographic orientation and averaging over the 

whole range of possible crystallographic orientations subject to the crystalline 

orientation distribution function (CODF). written as w(f:l1qJ)' the effective elastic 

coefficients of a polycrystalline metal sheet can be determined. This is a 

function of the values of, Tf';mn' as follows: 

GO I I 

w(f:l1qJ) = L L L W;mnZlmn ( 6) exp -lm8 exp -Imp 

1-0 ",--I n--/ 

(6.1) 
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Here, Zimn (8) are associated Legendre functions as defined by Roe [9]. The 

effective elastic constants in the reference frame of the sheet can then be 

determined by integrating a suitable equation (between the elastic constants in 

the sheet reference frame and the reference frame of an individual grain) over 

all angles subject to the CODF. It has been shown by Sayers [35] that, using 

symmetry arguments, the effective elastic coefficients are determined by only 

three independent ODCs; using Roe's notation [9] these are referred to as W4OO ' 

W420 and W440 • Equations have been derived [34] relating the variation in 

acoustic velocity (V(O)) parallel to the sheet as a function of angle (0) to the 

three ODCs: 

Here, alt az, a3, and a4 are all constants that depend on the specific Lame 

constants and density for the isotropic material. Obtaining the values of the 

ODCs is typically performed by firstly measuring velocities at 0°, 45° , and 90° 

to the rolling direction, and this carl be expressed as: 

where again V(O) is the velocity in the direction at an angle 0 to the rolling 

direction. 

The approach to be described here involves measuring the velocity over 

many angles, through 360°, giving a curve which can be fitted to theory using 

an optimisation procedure .. The ODCs obtained by fitting the velocities can be 

calculated using Equation (6.2). The anisotropy is then estimated by varying the 

theoretical parameters to achieve this best fit. This is a more accurate method 

than simply using measurements in three directions. The ODCs obtained by 
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using three velocity values at 0°, 45°, and 90° can be calculated using Equations 

(6.3) - (6.5). 

A simulation has been carried out in Matlab to illustrate the difference 

between the two approaches. Figure 6.1 shows the estimated velocities through 

360° using Equation (6.2). The velocity values were first obtained by assuming 

the ODCs are known, and these were W400 ' W420 and W440 of 2.82x 1 0-3, 

-S.18xlO-4 and 4.29xlO-3 respectively. Note the ODCs are dimensionless. The 

physical parameters used are the same as those used in [33]. For comparison, 

the ODes were then calculated using only three simulated velocities at 0°, 45°, 

and 90°. The ODes can be obtained using Equation (6.3) - (6.5), giving values 

for ~OO, W420 and ~40 of 2.82x 1 0-3
, -S.1768x 1 0-4 and 4.3x 10-3 respectively. 

The two different approaches yield ODes that are close to each other. The 

agreement between the two approaches demonstrates that using just three 

measurements is a valid approach, in some circumstances, where accurate data 

can be obtained. However, in some other situations, where there is greater 

uncertainty (e.g. very noisy measurements), a curve fitting procedure is much 

more likely to give better results. This is the main reason for investigating this 

method. 

90 

180 

Figure 6.1: The estimated velocities (ms-J
) through 360osimulations. 
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6.3 Transducer design 

In this Chapter, magnetostrictive type EMA Ts have been used to 

transmit and receive Lamb waves for the inspection of ferromagnetic metal 

sheets. This is due to the fact that for the case of the magnetostrictive type 

EMAT, the required driving current for optimum transduction efficiency is 

much less in comparison to the Lorentz force type EMAT [36, 37]. The 

magnetostrictive effect occurs when a dynamic field is generated in the 

direction parallel to the static magnetic field. This configuration produces 

periodic patterns of tensile and compressive strains (longitudinal displacement) 

in a ferromagnetic substrate [38, 39]. The stress varies the magnetic 

permeability of the ferromagnetic material. This results in a flux density change 

under the static field, and the eddy current is then introduced into the coil. This 

configuration generates little ultrasonic energy in a non-magnetic metal, since 

the induced eddy currents are parallel to the bias field and the driving Lorentz 

forces vanish. Hence, the texture work presented here is aimed towards 

ferromagnetic materials such as certain steels. 

Thin metal sheets are widely used to manufacture the bodies of cars and 

in electrical products. The inspection of these thin metal sheets can be carried 

out using Lamb waves, as described earlier in Chapter 5. The phase velocity 

generated using meanderline EMAT may be found using the Rayleigh-Lamb 

frequency relations shown in Equation (4.1) and (4.2). Figure 6.2 shows the 

schematic diagram of EMA T meanderline configuration. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of a meanderline EMAT showing (a) the coil geometry. 
and (b) the EMAT meanderline configuration. 
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The EMAT consists of a meander-line coil and a permanent magnet 

which applies the magnetic field in the propagation direction. The spacing of the 

coil L, corresponds to the half wavelength of the Lamb wave, i.e. L = ;"/2. 

Hence, the cut-off frequency, f associated to the detectable Lamb mode is 

obtained by: 

(6.6) 

The fundamental characteristic of a Lamb wave is its phase velocity cp which is 

a function of the frequency of the wave and the thickness of the plate. 

The generation and the reception of the possible Lamb modes using an 

EMA T meanderline configuration corresponding to a frequency range up to 11 

MHz is predicted and is shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3(a) shows the 

relationship between the driving frequency and the phase velocity for a 0.39 mm 

steel sheet. The straight line in Figure 6.3(a) corresponding to the wavelength 

(A,) defined by the meanderline spacing (A. = 1.8 mm). The calculation was 

obtained using Equation (6.6). As can be seen in Figure 6.3(a), it is possible to 

transmit and receive so, ao, s), a), and S2 wave modes using a 1.8 mm wavelength 

meanderline EMAT. In other words, this indicates that the multiple Lamb 

modes can be generated when the distance between the coil spacing, L is 

narrow, and only the lower-order modes can be generated when L is large. 

Figure 6.3(b) shows the relationship between the driving frequency and the 

group velocity for a 0.39 mm steel sheet. Hence, the group velocity for the so, 

ao, SJ, aJ, and S2 modes can be predicted, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). 

6.4 Stationary Wavelet Processing 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Wavelet processing is expected to be an effective method to analyse the 

transient signal. The advantages of using a continuous wavelet transform 

(CWn for signal localisation was demonstrated in Chapter 5. This Chapter 
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Figure 6.3: Lamb wave modes prediction in steel using the Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion 
curves, showing (a) phase velocity and (b) group velocity. The straight line in (a) 

corresponds to the wavelength (A) defined by the meanderline spacing (A=}.8mm). 

focuses on the multi-scale discrete wavelet method where the analysis in time 

and in scale is discrete as opposed to the CWT where the analysis occurs 

continuously. There are certain advantages to using SWT analysis. For example, 

the band centre frequency for the SWT is changed by a factor of two when 

rescaling and the band centre frequency of CWT is changed continuously when 

rescaling. Hence, the multiple modes and reflections can be identified and 

separated more efficiently by using the SWT approach. 

As we have seen, wavelets are mathematical functions that split up data 

into different frequency components, and each component represents a 
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resolution that is matched to its scale. Wavelet decomposition introduces the 

notation of scale as an alternative to frequency, and maps a signal into a time

scale plane, which is equivalent to the time-frequency plane used in the short 

time Fourier Transform (STFT) [40]. Each scale in the time-scale plane 

corresponds to a certain range of frequencies in the time-frequency plane. When 

compared to traditional Fourier transforms that lose the time resolution of non

stationary signals, wavelet transforms retain both the time and frequency 

resolution [41]. 

6.4.2 Theoretical Background 

The SWT provides the decomposition of the original signal f(/) onto a 

set of basis functions that are obtained by dilation of a mother wavelet 'PV). 

The signal is decomposed by time convolution with a set of elementary 

wavelets, often called daughter wavelets, which are scaled (i. e. they are 

stretched or compressed versions of the mother wavelet, '11(/». Mathematically, 

this can be written as: 

. 1 =- --k () 1 (r ) 
'If J.k 2i 'I' 2i . j,k = 1,2 ... (6.7) 

In discrete wavelet transforms the frequency parameters (s) are taken as 

an integer power of2, i.e. s = 2}, } = 1,2 .... The time parameter r is taken as a 

series of integers k. For simplicity, reference to frequency, f is replaced by 

reference to scale, a, where f = 1/ a . Another aspect of the wavelet transform is 

that the localisation or compactness of the wavelet increases as frequency or 

scale increases. In other words, a higher scale corresponds to a finer localisation 

and vice versa. The multi-resolution formulation needs two closely related basic 

functions. In addition to the mother wavelet '11(/), there is a need for another 

basic function called the scaling function, often called the father wavelet, which 

is denoted by rp(/). The scaling and translation of rp(/) is defined similar to 

Equation (6.7). The scaling function rp(/) coefficients are derived by reversing 

the order of the wavelet function '11(1) coefficients, and then reversing the sign 

of every second coefficient index. Mathematically, this is written as: 
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(6.8) 

where n is the coefficient index. Here, let AJ and DJ be a pair of operators, at 

jth resolution. AJf(t)] is an approximation (low-frequency contents) of the 

signal /(t) and DJf(t)] represents the detail of the signal (high-frequency 

contents). This can be written as: 

Aj[f(t)] = f(t)*?J (t) (6.9) 

(6.10) 

where ? j (I) are the smooth scaling orthogonal bases, If/ At) the orthogonal 

wavelet bases, and * denotes convolution. Furthermore, ?j (t) and If/j (t) are 

convoluted through a pair of quarature mirror filters QMF, h(t) and g(t) 

defined as: 

(6.11) 

If/j (t) = g(t )*If/j-I (t) (6.12) 

where j = 1,2 ... , 1 = 1,2 ... , N, and 

hj +1 (k ) = [ h ]t2 * hj (k ) (6.13) 

gj+1 (k) = [g ]t2 * gj (k) (6.14) 

where the subscript tm indicates the up-sampling by a factor of m, and k is the 

equally sampled discrete time. At each level, when the high-pass and low-pass 

filters are applied to the data, the two new sequences have the same length as 

the original sequence, and the filters at each level are modified by padding them 
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out with zeros. It is helpful to think of the coefficients, ~j (t) and If'j (t) as a 

time-varying filter. These two orderings of the coefficients are called a QMF 

pair in signal processing, and the matrix is applied in a hierarchical algorithm. 

The SWT decomposition processes are schematically shown in Figure 6.4. Each 

step only involves a convolution with the basic filters hj and gj, and up-

sampling is obtained by inserting an appropriate number of zeros. This will be 

illustrated in the simulation shown in Section 6.4.2. Each matrix application 

brings out a higher resolution of the data while at the same time smoothing the 

remaining data. To assemble the components back into the original signal is 

called reconstruction or synthesis. The signal's reconstruction from the 

approximation coefficients, A j [r{t)] and the detail coefficients, Dj [r(/)] can be 

obtained by the convolution process shown in Equation (6.11) and (6.12), 

except that the scaling function ~ j (I) and the wavelet function If'it) filtering 

functions are in the reverse order (the functions are flipped from left to right). 

The mathematical manipulation that described the synthesis is called the inverse 

stationary wavelet transform (ISWT). The SWT reconstruction also has a fast 

iterative implementation, and the mathematical expression is written in the same 

form as Equation (6.13) to (6.14) where up-sampling is performed at every 

level. 

level} 

CAl 

s Approximation coefficients 

cD) 
Detail coefficients 

hlnJ--".~ h,..H 

cA)+1 

cD)+1 

levelj+1 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.4: The SWT signal decomposition procedure, (a) A schematic diagram of a 
single level signal decomposition procedure using SWT, and (b) filter characteristics. 
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6.4.3 SWT Simulation 

The ability to perform signal decomposition and reconstruction using a 

SWT is illustrated in Figures 6.5 to 6.8. The input signal, f{x) , is composed of 

the sum of two sine waves with arbitrary scale amplitude. Figure 6.5(a) shows 

the first simulated sine wave. The sine wave is the lower frequency component 

consisting of 8 cycles and the frequency was set to 1 MHz. Figure 6.5(b) shows 

the other simulated sine wave, which is the higher frequency component 

consisted of 75 cycles and the frequency was set to 8 MHz. These two sine 

waves are superimposed (added) in time and this is shown in Figure 6.5(c), and 

the frequency content of this superimposed signal is shown in Figure 6.5(d). 
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Figure 6.5: Simulated input signals usedfor the SWT. (a) 1 MHz wave component, (b) 
8 MHz wave component, (c) simulated waves (a) and (b) superimposed, and (d) 

frequency spectrum of (c) . 

The mother wavelet used in this simulation and through-out in this study 

was a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) based approximation of the Meyer 
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wavelet, dmeyer, allowing fast wavelet coefficients calculation using SWT. An 

example of a dmeyer wavelet function is shown in Figure 6.6(a), and the 

existence of the corresponded scaling function is shown in Figure 6.6(b). The 

dmeyer wavelet, 'I'(t) and scaling function ¢(t) coefficient can be represented 

as a High-pass and a Low-pass filter respectively. The frequency spectra 

corresponding to the dmeyer 'I'(t), and ¢(t) are shown in Figure 6.6(c) and 

6.6(d) respectively. This simulation was performed using three hierarchically 

levels. 
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Figure 6.6: The FIR based approximation of the Meyer wavelet. (a) Mother wavelet 
function. (b) father scalingfunction. (c) frequency domain characteristic of the Wavelet 

filter correspondent to (a). and (d) Frequency domain characteristic of the scaling 
filter correspondent to (b). 

The three level up-sampling filter characteristic used in this simulation is 

shown in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 shows the three stage wavelet and scaling 

decomposition coefficient obtained using Equation (6.7) to (6.14). Wavelet 
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Figure 6.7: The SWT filters characteristics, (a) three levels up-sampling of wavelet 
function and (d) three levels up-sampling of scaling function. 

analysis consisted of decomposing a signal into a hierarchical set of 

'approximations', cAl and 'details' , cD), whereas cAl taking into the account 

of low frequencies of j{x) and the cD), corresponded to the high frequency 

correction. The selection of a suitable level for the hierarchy will depend on the 

signal and experience. The reconstruction of the ' approximations ' and 'details' 

using the inverse SWT is shown in Figure 6.8(c) and Figure 6.8(d). The 

reconstructed signal associated with A3 and D3 yields the reconstruction 

giving a close resemblance to the actual simulated signal, shown earlier in 

Figure 6.5(a) and 6.5(b). To produce an accurate synthetic time signal , the 

criterion used was to select the filter level producing a synthetic time signal that 

most closely resembled to the actual signal being analysed. 
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Figure 6.8: Signal decomposition and reconstruction using SWT. (a) Three levels 
decomposition of approximation coefficients. (b) three levels decomposition of detail 

coefficients. (c) three levels reconstruction of approximation coefficients. and (d) three 
levels reconstruction of detail coefficients. 

6.5 Preliminary Experiments 

Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine the response of 

the EMA T system used, and to illustrate the modes that would be expected 

within the received waveform. 

6.5.1 Apparatus and Experimental Setup 

The EMA T configuration was that shown earlier in Figure 6.2, and used 

a planar meander-line coil configuration as 6 cycles with the wavelength chosen 

of approximately 1.8 mm. The EM AT was 8.8 mm long and was 20 mm wide. 

The EMAT was constructed using fine enamelled copper wire (Maplin) with a 

10 
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diameter of - 0.08 mm. This was measured using digital callipers (Kennedy: 

331-206). An Alcomax-3 permanent magnet was used as the bias magnet field 

for the EMATs. The EMA T coil was placed against the centre of the flat face of 

a rectangular-shaped magnet to provide a magnetic field primarily in the 

direction parallel to the meandering coil. The permanent magnet used had a size 

of 20 mm by 10 mm with a thickness of Smm. Each magnet typically had a 

weight of 0.03 kg and had a maximum flux density (Br) of - 0.3 T. This was 

measured using a Hall sensor (Honeywell: SS94A2D). The experimental 

configuration is shown in Figure 6.9. 

Panametric Motor 
5055PR Controller 
Pulser 

~ 
TRIGGER '. Tektronix I Oscilloscope 

SIGNAL 

t •• lEE 88/ 
Low-noise GPI TERFACE IBM PS/2 

Preamplifier D. C. ~ 
MODEL 30 

Power 286 PC 

Supply 

Figure 6.9: Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. 

Experiments were performed in a pitch-catch arrangement using two 

similar EMATs. A low carbon-steel plate was used as the sample under test. 

The steel sheet was 305 mm x 102 mm, and had a thickness of 0.39 mm. The 

source EMAT was driven with a -400 V pulse from a Panametric-NDT pulse 

generator (Model: 5055PR). Lamb waves generated by the EMAT travelled 

along the plate to the receiver. The transmitted signal was fed to a preamp of 

approximately 62 dB gain. A second-order Butterworth high pass filter was used 

to remove some low frequency noise, and the cut-off frequency was chosen at 

~1 MHz. The time waveform was then recorded on a Tektronix TDS430A 

digital oscilloscope. The two EMA Ts were separated by ~50 mm from centre

to-centre in the work reported here. 
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6.5.2 Results and Discussions 

An example of the experimental performance of the EMA T system is 

shown in Figure 6.10, which shows the time signal (Figure 6.10(a» and the 

corresponding frequency spectrum (Figure 6.1 O(b» for a 0.39 mm thick steel 

plate. The generation source characteristics are determined by the combination 

of coil width and proximity of the EMA T coil to the sample, the temporal 

profile, size of the permanent magnet, and current pulse. The frequency 

spectrum (Figure 6.1 O(b» shows that certain frequency bands are present, which 

was expected from the Rayleigh-Lamb wave dispersion curve shown in Figure 

6.3. 
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Figure 6.10: Experimental result of the EMATsystem. (a) time signal. and (b) 
frequency spectrum corresponds to (a). 

The wave modes generated by the EMA T are relatively narrowband due 

to the inherently sharp wavelength. The lowest frequency peak corresponded to 

1.2 MHz, and the next frequency component is centred at 3.3 MHz. These 

presumably correspond to the lowest order of Lamb modes, (so and ao). The 
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highest amplitude frequency component has a centre frequency peak of 5.4 

MHz, and the lowest amplitude component is located at 9.5 MHz. As was 

predicted in Figure 6.3, these high frequency components correspond to the 

higher order Lamb wave modes (i.e., a), and S2). However, the Sl Lamb 

component is not present from the captured time signal shown in Figure 6.10(a) 

and 6.10(b). This is because the calculated phase velocity point (Figure 6.3(a» 

corresponds to the 1.8 mm wavelength meander-line EMAT is not exactly 

interacting to the calculated Sl group velocity point shown in (Figure 6.3 (b». 

Hence, the Sl mode can not be seen in Figure 6.10(a) and 6.10(b). 

6.6 Mode identification 

6.6.1 Short-Time-Fourier Transform approach 

Although these modes can be easily predicted from Figure 6.3, the exact 

arrival time corresponding to each wave mode is difficult to estimate 

experimentally. This is due to the modes overlapping in time, as velocities are 

relatively closed to each other, especially 80, al and S2' in this case. To confirm 

the prediction seen in Figure 6.10, Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) signal 

processing was used to identify this. Mathematically, the STFT is written as: 

STFT{x,y} = X(r, w) = .c x(t)w(t-r)e-iW1dt (6.15) 

where w{t) is the windowing function, and x{t) is the signal to be transform. 

X{r, w} is essentially the Fourier Transform of x{t)w{t-r}, a complex function 

representing the phase and magnitude of the signal over time and frequency. In 

the discrete time case, the data to be transformed could be broken up into 

chunks which usually overlap each other. Each chunk is Fourier Transformed, 

and the complex result is added to a matrix (m, w), which records magnitude 

and phase for each point in time and frequency. This can be written as: 

GO 

STFT{x,y} =X{m,w}= L x[n]w[n-m]e-1Wn {6.16} 
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likewise, with signal x[n] and window w[n]. The magnitude squared of the 

STFT yields the spectrogram of the function: 

spectrogram {x,y} = IX( T, wt (6.17) 

6.6.2 STFT Spectrogram 

The STFT was used to perform mode identification. The signal to be 

analysed was the signal shown in Figure 6.10(a). Equations (6.16) and (6.17) 

were used to calculate the spectrogram. 512 FFT points were used to calculate 

the discrete Fourier Transforms, and a Hanning window of length 32 units was 

employed for the windowing function. A maximum sampling frequency of 12.5 

MHz was used for scaling. Figure 6.11 shows the time-frequency representation 

where Figure (6.11(a» is the captured time waveform shown at the top, with the 

corresponding frequency spectrum shown to the right (Figure 6.11(b», and the 

absolute magnitude of STFT is shown in Figure 6.11(c). The theoretical group 

velocity dispersion curves for the 0.39 mm thick steel sheet are superimposed 
" 

on the experimental data in Figure 6.11(c). This shows the group velocity 

dispersion for the So, ao, a., and S2 multiple Lamb wave modes. The 

experimental data is consistent with the theoretical predictions in that the data 

lies on the predicted curves. Note that the S2 has a very low amplitude compared 

to a., and it is due to this that the S2 can not be seen clearly in the contour 

representation shown in Figure 6.11 (c). A 3D mesh plot corresponded to Figure 

6.11 (c) is shown in Figure 6.11 (d) for better visualisation for the identification 

all multiple modes. 

6.7 Demonstration of Multiple Mode Extraction 

6.7.1 Stationary Wavelet Processing Approach 

Multiple mode extraction was carried out using SWT signal processing 

technique. The signal f{x} shown in Figure 6.10(a) was used as an input to the 

SWT decomposition using hierarchical steps (levels) of different resolutions. 
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Figure 6.11: Mode identification using STFT, (a) Time signal usedfor the input of 
STFT, (b) the frequency spectrum corresponds to (b), (c) the resulted spectrogram 

using STFT corresponding to (a). and (d) 3D mesh plot of (c). 

This was performed usmg Equation (6.7) with each daughter wavelet 

corresponding to the time behaviour of the signal in a frequency band. In order 

to avoid burdensome computational effort, the signal, f{x) is zero padded to a 
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number of sample points equal to 1024. This IS due to the specific 

implementation adopted for the SWT. 

The wavelet and scaling function used were the FIR based 

approximation of the Meyer wavelet as shown in Figure 6.7(a) and Figure 

6.7(b). At the first step the function f{x) was decomposed into wavelet 

coefficients, and the low-frequency components (low-pass filtering) and high

frequency components (high-pass filtering) of f{x) are retained up to level 3. 

This was performed using Equations (6.9) and (6.10). The signal f{x) is 

therefore decomposed into separate frequency bands (scales). The filtering 

outputs were then up-sampled, using Equation (6.11) and (6.12). The number of 

wavelet coefficients for each branch is thus retained to the total number of 

points given from that of the original signal. 

Next, the process of reconstructing the time signal from these calculated 

wavelet coefficients was performed. The approximation obtained at level 3 is 

the lowest order component, and it is likely to correspond to the ao mode. Figure 

6. 12(a) shows the synthetic time signal performed after SWT signal processing 

(solid line), and before SWT signal processing (dotted line). This extraction was 

confirmed by performing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrum analysis of 

the synthetic time signal obtained in Figure 6.l2(a). Figure 6.l2(b) shows the 

frequency spectrum after SWT signal processing (solid line), and the frequency 

spectrum of the original signal (dotted line). As can be seen, the signal which 

was extracted corresponds to the ao mode, and the interference of higher

frequency components is completely separated. 

6.7.2 Wavelet Binary Tree Approach 

This process was repeated in a pyramidal manner, and the exact 

procedure is shown schematically in Figure 6.13. This wavelet decomposition 

tree approach can be used for numerous expansions of a given signal, i. e. the 

original signal f{x) is split up into approximation coefficients and detail 

coefficients, and the information lost between the two successive 

approximations is captured in the detail coefficients. The next step consists of 

splitting the new approximation coefficients and detail coefficients until the 
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Figure 6.12: Mode extraction using SWT, (a) the synthetic time signal of the 
approximation coefficients at level 3, (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum of (a). 
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Figure 6.13: Schematic diagram o/the binary tree SWT structure. 

desired information is achieved. This complete binary tree can produce the 

richest analysis for the extraction of a desired wave mode. By using this wavelet 

binary tree procedure, the extraction of ao is obtained at AAA3, S2 is obtained at 

DD2, al is obtained at DDD~ and So is obtained at AAD~. 
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Figure 6.14 shows the extracted modes using the wavelet binary tree 

approach. Figure 6.14(a) shows the synthetic time signal corresponding to the So 

mode, Figure 6.14(b) is the corresponding frequency spectrum of Figure 

6.14(a), Figure 6.14(c) is the synthetic time signal corresponded to the al mode, 

Figure 6. 14(d) is the corresponding frequency spectrum of Figure 6.14(c), and 
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Figure 6.14: Mode extraction using the binary tree SWT, (a) the synthetic time signal 
obtained at AADA4, (b) the corresponding frequency spectrum of (aj , (c) the synthetic 
time signal obtained at DDDA4, (d) the correspondingfrequency spectrum of (c), (ej 

the synthetic time signal obtained at DD2, (f) the corresponding frequency spectrum of 
(e) . 
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Figure 6.14( e) shows the synthetic time signal corresponding to the S2 mode, 

Figure 6. 14(f) is the corresponding frequency spectrum of Figure 6.14(e). 

As was shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.14, the identified modes from 

the experimental signal shown in Figure 6.11 using the STFT approach are 

extracted. This means the precise cut-off frequencies and bandwidths associated 

with each wave mode are ascertained. This was obtained by dividing them out 

via QMF pairs filtering, and therefore the wave mode can be captured and 

implemented separately for application where wave mode optimisation is 

considered to be important. It should be pointed out that this technique can be 

used for mode extraction under highly-noisy environment, where any unwanted 

noise can be removed, and it is thus allowing a dramatic improvement in the 

acquisition speed without the need of signal averaging. 

6.8 Degree of Dispersion Considerations 

6.S.1 Mode Analysis using FFT 

Since no plate is infinitesimally thick, wave propagation in a plate is 

always dispersive. Thus, the selection of wave mode must be carefully chosen if 

quantitative values of the texture parameters are to be obtained. Therefore the 

degree of dispersion of wave propagation should be estimated or resolved 

before proceeding to the details of the texture experimental analysis. An 

experiment was first performed to verify the dispersion effect using a range of 

different thickness specimens. A set of experiments was carried out using the 

apparatus as shown in Figure 6.9. The same sample of different thickness sheets 

0.05 - 0.39 mm were used. Figure 6.15 shows the transmission and reception of 

Lamb waves using 1.8 mm wavelength EMATs on different thickness of steel 

sheets. 

Figure 6.l5(a) shows a waterfall plot which was created using the 

received time signals and (b) shows the corresponding frequency spectrum of 

(a). The 0.39 mm received time signal is the same as shown in Figure 6. 1 O(a), 

and consists of the four order modes expected and identified in Figure 6.11. As 

the thickness decreases, the modes attenuate and velocities changes dramatically 
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except for the So fundamental mode. The attenuation of the So mode has the 

opposite behaviour pattern compared to ao, a) and S2 modes. The S2 mode 

attenuated to its maximum at 0.26 mm thick plate, and the maximum ao and a) 

mode attenuation both occur in the 0.12 mm thick plate. The change of peak 

frequency for a) and S2 against the change in thickness are large compare to ll{), 

and the So mode has its minimum peak frequency changed. As the thickness 

increases, the peak frequency increases for the fundamental So and ao modes, 
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and the peak frequency decreases for the higher-frequency Lamb modes, i.e. the 

al and S2 modes. Also note that the 0.05 to 0.25 mm plates show a harmonic 

series of So modes. It has a fundamental frequency (first harmonic), / of 3.4 

MHz, second harmonic, 2/ of 6.8 MHz and a third harmonic, 3/ of 10.1 

MHz. 

6.8.2 Mode Velocity Analysis 

The mode velocities shown in Figure 6.15 for all plates were extracted 

using SWT, and the values (shown in dots) were plotted and shown in Figure 

6.16. The extracted values are plotted on the y-axis and the corresponding 

frequencyxthickness (j x d) is plotted on the x-axis. The theoretical group 

velocity. calculation of the dispersion wave modes is fitted to the experimental 

extracted data. 

o 2 3 .. 5 

Frequency x thickness (MHz.mm) 

Figure 6.16: Modes extraction using SWT at a range of different thickness. The solid
lines show the Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion curves of J mm thick steel, the dotted points 

show the time extracted results obtained from Figure 6.15 (a). 

As can be seen, the experimental data lies on the predicted curves. The 

tests are in good agreement with those predicted theoretically. For the dispersion 

curves shown in Figure 6.16, the larger slope of the curve means higher 

dispersion, and the smaller slope (or flat region) of the dispersion curve 

represents little dispersion (or the non-dispersive region). As can be seen in 
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Figure 6.16, the So lie in the non-dispersive region for small thickness sheets, 

and the reason for this is that the So velocities and the peak frequency shown in 

Figure 6.15 have the least effect on the different thicknesses. The ao changes 

from high dispersion to lower dispersion as the thickness increases, and has the 

lowest excitation frequency required compare to so, al and S2. The al and S2 are 

both dispersive and required higher frequencies of excitation compared to the 

fundamental ao and So modes. 

6.9 Texture Measurements 

6.9.1 Dispersion Effect Estimation in Thin Plates 

The influence of dispersion on the velocity measurements is important. 

This is due to the fact that both the phase and the group velocity are frequency 

dependent. The propagation of an So mode using the 0.05 mm thick steel sheet is 

first measured for ideal measurements of phase velocity, and this serves as an 

exact reference solution to the measurements made on 0.39 mm thick sample. 

The phase velocity (Vp) and group velocity (Vg) have been calculated for 1 mm 

steel sheet up to a frequency-thickness of 1 MHz.mm as shown in Figure 6.17. 

5.30 

5.25 

..... 5.20 
1/1 

i f 5.15 

~ 5.10 

5.05 • So Phase Velocity 
• So GroupVelocity 

5.00 +---~"""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""""",'''''''''''''''''''-r-r'''''''''''''''''---r"''"'''''''''''...-r-; 
0.00 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.75 0.90 1.00 

Frequency x thickness (MHz.mm) 

Figure 6.17: Phase and Group velocity dispersion curves simulated up to 1 MHz of 1 
mm thick steel. 
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Note that the frequency-thickness product present for 0.05 mm 

experiment is less than 0.17 MHz.mm, and there would be a variation of less 

than 0.1 % in the group velocity, and thus dispersion effects are negligible in this 

case. 

6.9.2 Texture Experiments and Apparatus 

Measurements were performed using the same specimens as described 

previously in Figure 6.15. The 0.05 and 0.39 mm nominal thickness samples 

were chosen to demonstrate the ability to extract the information required to 

evaluate the texture characteristics using different modes. A schematic diagram 

of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 6.9. The measurements were 

carried out under standard laboratory conditions. The EMA T transducers were 

set close together to minimise the pulse distortion phenomenon effect, i. e. a 

pulse of dispersive wave changes its shape and spreads out as it propagated. A 

distance of 50 mm was chosen, and the transducers were fixed on either end of a 

rotating arm driven by a stepper motor. The stand-off distance between the 

EMATs and the sheet sample was approximately 0.3 mm. A PC was used to 

control the stepper motor that drove the EMA Ts rotationally and the same PC 

was used to capture and process the ultrasonic data. The EMATs were scanned 

around one complete revolution with 1
0 

step size, and SWT was used to extract 

the velocities as a function of angle to the rolling direction. 

6.9.3 Velocity Measurements On Thin Plate 

The transit time measurement for the So mode propagates as a function of 

angle to the rolling direction for the 0.05 mm is shown in Figure 6.18. The polar 

plot is used to illustrate the measured arrival time against the corresponding 

angular axis. The results for the 0.05 mm thick sheet, as can be seen in Figure 

6.18, show the expected form of anisotropy in acoustic velocity. The fastest 

directions for the So mode on the 0.05 mm thick sheet (Figure 6.18) occurs 

perpendicular to the rolling direction and are nominally identical. The slow~st 

directions for the So mode occur at -300 to the rolling direction. The velocity 

along the rolling direction was taken to be equal to 5208 ms·l , and this 

corresponds to an uncertainty of ±62 ms·1 compared to the theoretical value 
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obtained using the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency relations. The magnitude of the 

anisotropy i.e. the fractional arrival time differences are observed approximately 

on the order of 0.6 flS. This corresponds to a -6.5% variation in Vg for the 0.05 

mm thick sheet. With this degree of variation, it is likely to observe some beam 

steering effects in the experimental measurement. 

10 

270 

Figure 6.18: The So mode transit time (fJS) texture result on the 0.05 mm thick steel 
sheet as afunction of angle to rolling direction. 

6.9.4 Orientation Distribution Coefficients Extraction 

The theory shown in Equations (6.3) to (6.5) is used to relate the 

aforementioned ODCs of textured sheets to the wave propagations in three 

different directions (0°, 45°, and 90°) with respect to the rolling direction. This 

theory assumes the ratio of sheet thickness to wavelength to be small, and this is 

satisfied for the So experimental data obtained using the 0.05 mm thick steel 

sheet. In the case where the wavelength of the So is large compared to the sheet 

thickness, the So mode can be considered to be effectively non-dispersive as 

shown in Figure 6.18. The calculated values of the ODCs obtained by using 

three velocity values at 0°, 45° and 90° for the 0.05mm sheet using the So is 

shown in Table 6.1. Fits were made to the results shown in Table 6.1 using 

Equation (6.2) for the full range of angles, 0-360°, and this is shown in Figure 

6.18. The solid-line shows the experimental results, and the fitted curve is 

shown using the dashed-line. Figure 6.19 shows reasonable agreement between 

the experimental and theoretical curve. 
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sheet thicknes8 (nun) W400 W420 W440 

Mode 

From 3 points 110 0.05 0.01342 0.00452 0.00452 

From curve fit 110 0.05 0.01380 0.00473 0.00447 

From 3 points 110 0.39 0.00971 0.00334 0.00420 

From curve fit 110 0.39 0.00984 0.00340 0.00396 

From 3 points 10 0.39 -0.09459 0.00021 0.00081 

From curve fit 10 0..39 -0.09476 0.00021 0.00079 

From 3 points a. 0.39 -0.07696 -0.00056 0.00052 

From curve fit a. 0.39 ·0.07716 ·0.00055 0.00051 

TaMe 6.1: Calculated values of the ODCs obtained by using three velocity values at 0 ~ 
45 ~ and 90 ~ and the theoretical fitting to Equation (6.2). • 

The accuracy in the coefficient values obtained from the curve fit is 

estimated to be ±5%, and the largest error obtained from using just three 

velocity values occurred at W420 • The difference is probably due to the 

experimental error. Fitting the entire range of data to the function gives a more 

reliable measurement of the ODes, but obtaining the data obviously requires 

more time. Hence the three velocities approach is suitable where speed is 

crucial, but the curve fit can be used to reduce measurement error. 

90 

o 

-- Expenmentlal Clata 
270 

- - - Theoretical fits 

Figure 6.19: The So transit time (ps) together with a "theoreticalfit" on the 0.05 mm 
thick steel sheet. 
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6.9.5 Amplitude Measurements on Thin Plate 

Figure 6.20 shows the directionality using the amplitudes for the So 

mode measured as a function of angle to the rolling direction for the 0.05 mm 

thick sample. 

10 
10 

o 

270 

(a) (b) 

10 10 

(c) (d) 

Figure 6.20: So directivity on O.05mm thick steel, the scales are shown in arbitrary 
scales, (a) amplitude peak-to-peak, (b) FFTmagnitude ofthefundamentalfrequency, 

(c) FFT magnitude of the second harmonic, and (d) FFT magnitude of the third 
harmonic. 

The obtained results are shown using polar plots, and the amplitude is 

shown as an arbitrary scale. Figure 6.20(a) shows the peak-to-peak amplitude 

with respect to the angular position, Figure 6.20(b) shows the frequency 

magnitude obtained via FFT corresponding to the fundamental frequency fwith 

respect to the angular position, Figure 6.20( c) shows the frequency magnitude 
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corresponding to the second multiple hannonic 2f, and Figure 6.20(d) shows the 

frequency magnitude corresponding to the third multiple hannonic 3[. The 

directivity between the amplitude and the frequency spectrums obtained using 

the So mode shown in Figure 6.20 have very similar characteristics. As can be 

seen, the directivity pattern has the maximum attenuation occurring at 

approximately 45°, 135°,225°, and 315°. This has resulted in four distinct peaks 

at an approximate angle of 0°, 80°, 180°, and 270° with respect to the rolling 

direction. The angle range approximately from 225° to 315° has the largest 

beam-lobe. It has the widest beam width and has the highest amplitude. The 

smallest beam-lobe is found approximately at 135° to 225° with respect to the 

rolling direction. The So amplitude shown in Figure 6.20(a), and the hannonic 

series shown in Figure 6.20(b) to Figure 6.20(d) corresponding to Figure 6.20(a) 

shown to have a similar trend. 

6.9.6 Texture Measurements on a Thick Plate using the So mode 

The measurements of the So velocities on the 0.39 mm sheets were 

compared with to the values obtained on the 0.05 nun thick sheet. The So mode 

used in this texture experiment has higher-dispersive characteristics than the one 

?sed for 0.05 mm, and this is seen experimentally in Figure 6.18. The measured 

arrival time for the So mode obtained using the 0.39 nun thick sample is shown 

in Figure 6.21. 

-- Exporimontlldlll 
270 --- TI __ _ 

Figure 6.21: So mode texture result on the 0.39 mm thick steel sheet as afunction of angle to 
rolling direction. The experimental transit time (ps) together with a theoreticalflt. 
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The fastest direction for the So mode in the 0.05 mm thick sheet (Figure 

6.21) occurs perpendicular to the rolling direction and is nominally identical. 

The slowest directions for the So mode occur at -40° to the rolling direction. 

This has shown a similar pattern compared to Figure 6.19(a). The magnitude of 

the anisotropy (i.e. the fractional arrival time differences) is approximately of 

0.5 J.1S. This corresponds to a -5.3% variation in Vg for the 0.39 mm thick sheet. 

The calculated values of the ODes obtained by using three velocity 

values at 0°, 45° and 90° for the 0.05 mm sheet using the So is shown in Table 

6.1. Fits were made to the results shown in Table 6.1 using Equation (6.3) to 

(6.5) for the full range of angles, 0 - 360°, and this is shown in Figure 6.21. The 

solid-line shows the experimental results, and the fitted curve is shown using a 

dashed-line. Figure 6.21 shows good agreement between the experimental and 

theoretical curve. However, it has a large error for the W420 coefficient. The two 

measured angular dependent So velocity curves are shown, the error introduced 

by the dispersion is illustrated in Figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6.22: Normalised So transit time on 0.05 mm (solid line) and So transit time on 
0.39 mm (dashed line). 

Note the arrival time for the 0.05 and 0.39 mm thick specimens 

correspond to the frequency-thickness products of --0.15 MHzxmm and -1.17 

MHzxmm respectively obtained using the So mode have been normalised for 

easy comparison. The solid-line shows the 0.39 mm thick experimental data, 
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and the 0.05 mm is shown using the dashed-line. Note that there is no 

observable difference between the curves perpendicular to the rolling direction, 

but velocity differences appear along or at angles close to the rolling direction. 

The dispersion effect in this case has caused the measured velocity to be 

apparently lower. The normalised curves have shown there is no difference 

between the normalised velocities perpendicular to the rolling direction for the 

two cases, and based on this experimental evidence, the effect of dispersion has 

negligible effects on the propagation velocity of the So mode. 

6.9.7 Texture Measurements on a Thick Plate using the ao Mode 

The measurement of the ao velocities are compared relative to the So 

values obtained for the 0.39 mm thick sheet. The ao used has a frequency

thickness product (MHzxmm) of -<>.47. The measured arrival time (solid-line) 

for the ao mode obtained using the 0.39 mm thick sample is shown in Figure 

6.23. An experimental fit was made to the measured results using Equation 

(6.2), and this is plotted and shown as a dashed-line. The two fastest directions 

for the ao mode in the 0.39 mm thick sheet (Figure 6.23) occur along and 

perpendicular to the rolling direction and are nominally identical. The slowest 

directions for the So mode occur at -40° to the rolling direction. The fractional 

arrival time differences are observed approximately of the order of 0.4 J.ls. This 

corresponds to a ..... 2.3% variation in Vg for the 0.39 mm thick sheet. 

The calculated values of the ODes obtained by using three velocity 

values at 0°, 45° and 90° and the theoretical fit for the 0.39 mm sheet using the 

ao are shown in Table 6.1. Figure 6.24 shows the angular dependent arrival time 

for the So and ao modes measurement performed using the 0.39 mm thick sheet. 

Note the arrival time for both modes are normalised for easy comparison. The 

effects on the arrival time are generally similar, i.e. the fastest velocities occur at 

the direction perpendicular to the rolling direction and are nominally identical, 

but the velocity along or at angles close to the rolling direction is noticeably 

different. The So and ao velocities correspond to the rolling direction has a 

difference of -40%. Therefore, the ao has produced sharper changes of velocity 

corresponding to the angles range between the rolling and the perpendicular 

directions when it is compared to the So mode. 
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Figure 6.23: ao transit time (ps) mode texture result on the 0.39 mm thick steel sheet as 
a function of angle to rolling direction, with a "theoretical fit". 
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Figure 6.24: Normalised ao transit time on 0.39 mm (solid line) and So transit time on 
0.39 mm (dashed line). 

6.9.8 Texture Measurements on a Thick Plate using the al Mode 

The measurement of the al velocities are compared relative to the So 

values obtained for the 0.39 mm thick sheet. The al used has a frequency

thickness product (MHzxmm) of -2.1. The measured arrival time (solid-line) 

for the al mode obtained using the 0.39 mm thick sample is shown in Figure 
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6.25. An experimental fit was made to the measured results using Equation 

(6.2), and this is plotted and shown as a dashed-line. The fastest directions for 

the al mode in the 0.39 mm thick sheet (Figure 6.25) occur along to the rolling 

direction and are nominally identical. The slowest directions for the al mode 

occur at -50° to the rolling direction. The fractional arrival time differences are 

observed approximately in the order of 0.25 J..ls. This corresponds to a 1.7% 

variation in Vg for the 0.39 mm thick sheet. The calculated values of the ODes 

obtained by using three velocity values at 0°, 45° and 90° and the theoretical fit 

for the 0.39 mm sheet using the al are shown in Table 6.1. 

. -- Expettmenta/ daIlI 
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Figure 6.25: aJ mode transit time (ps) texture result on the 0.39 mm thick steel sheet as 
a function of angle to rolling direction, with a "theoretical fit". 

Figure 6.26 shows the angular dependent arrival time for the So and al 

modes measurement performed using the 0.39 mm thick sheet. Note the arrival 

time for both modes are normalised for ease of comparison. As it can be seen in 

Figure 6.26, the al has an angular dependent arrival time pattern similar to the 

results obtained by using the so, with the angular axis shifted by ±90°. In other 

words, the fastest direction for the a, mode is located along the rolling direction, 

where the So mode has the fastest direction perpendicular to the rolling direction. 

The rolling direction corresponds to the So mode and the perpendicular direction 

corresponds to the al mode has a velocity difference of -70%. 
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Figure 6.26: Normalised aJ transit time on 0.39 mm (solid line) and So transit time on 
0.39 mm (dashed line). 

6.9.9 Amplitude Comparison of Multiple Modes on Thick Plate 

Figure 6.26 shows the directionality using the peak-to-peak amplitude, 

measured as a function of angle to the rolling direction for the 0.39 mm thick 

sample. The results are represented using a polar plot, and the amplitude is 

shown in an arbitrary scale. Figure 6.26 shows the peak-to-peak amplitude with 

respect to the angular position of (a) the, So mode, (b) the ao mode, (c) the al 

mode, and (d) the S2 mode. As can be seen, the directivity plots corresponding to 

ao, so, al and S2 modes for the 0.39 mm thick specimen shown in Figure 6.26 

have similar amplitude patterns. It is interesting to note that the So beam-lobes 

observed in Figure 6.19(a) have become significantly narrower as shown in 

Figure 6.26(a). This is especially true for the directivity beam-lobe 

corresponding to the angle range between 225° and 315° with respect to the 

rolling direction. Also note that for the So directivity beam-lobe corresponds to 

the angle range between 45°· and 125° shown in Figure 6.26(a) has the 

maximum amplitude exactly at 90°, but the one shown in Figure 6.19(a) has the 

maximum amplitude approximately at 80°. 
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Figure 6.27: Directivity on 0.39 mm thick steel, the scales are shown in arbitrary 
scales, (a) So peak-to-peak, (b) ao peak-to-peak, (c) aJ peak-to-peak, and (eI) s] peak-to

peak. 

6.10 Conclusions 

A pair of EMA Ts has been used for the generation and detection of 

Lamb waves on steel sheets. The group velocity of the zero-order asymmetric 

and symmetric Lamb wave mode (an and so), as well as the at and S2 of higher

order Lamb wave mode have been measured on metal sheets as a function of 

angle to the rolling direction. The generation and detection of multiple modes 

was predicted. using the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency relationship, and it has 
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shown a good agreement with experimental results. The overlapping modes 

within the signal were further identified using the Short-Time Fourier 

Transform (STFT). Although the first-order symmetric Lamb wave mode (Sl) 

has not been detected, the use of smaller coil spacing can improve the detection 

of SI as was indicated by the dispersion curves. The Stationary Wavelet 

Transform (SWn was employed to extract the information required to evaluate 

the texture characteristics of metal sheets. The exact orientation distribution 

coefficients (~OCs) values obtained in the experiments have been used for 

comparison with the theoretical fit. It is thus possible to extract the DOCs with 

95% degree of confidence. This can be used as an indication of the suitability of 

the metal for cold forming technique. 

The influence of dispersion on the texture measurements is quantified 

using the So fundamental mode. An experiment was performed for ideal 

measurements of phase velocity, and this is used to serve as an accurate 

reference to the measurements made on a thicker sheet. The optimum phase 

velocity experiment has as Iowa thickness-wavelength ratio (I/ A.) as possible 

(e.g. -0.03), whereas the thicker sheet experiment has (I/ A.) of -0.22. This 

resulted in small but statistically significant deviations from the predicted 

anisotropy. The asymmetric zero and first order (ao and al) modes were chosen 

to compare the entire experimental dataset obtained from the So mode. The ao 
mode appeared to have a similar velocity angular dependent pattern. The fastest 

direction for both So and ao occur at the perpendicular to the rolling direction. 

There is a large velocity difference along the rolling direction. The al mode has 

a ±90° shift velocity angular dependent pattern compared to the So mode. 

Interestingly, the So mode has the largest variation of the group velocity (Vg) 

against the angular axis, and the al mode has the least. The directivity pattern 

observed using the amplitude is mostly due to the effect of birefringence. 
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Chapter 7 

EMATs Fabricated using Micro-Stereolithography 

7.1 Introduction 

In fabrication terms, the most complicated part of an EMAT is the coil. 

This is usually wire-wound, although a printed circuit board (PCB) can be used 

for planar coils [1-2J. While these methods are effective, they are limited in 

scope. A possible alternative is the stereolithography process, which allows a 

wide range of shapes and components to be manufactured as part of a rapid 

prototyping system [3]. Here the component is built up from a series of layers, 

using photo-polymerisation of liquid polymers in patterns defined by optical 

masks. While this is a common technique in manufacturing, it is only recently 

being introduced into more high precision components due to the development 

of micro-stereolithography (MSL) [4]. This allows objects with greater 

precision to be fabricated in this way. MSL can be used, for instance, in the 

fabrication of micro-gears, micro-tubes and micro-convex cone structures [5]. 

Other experiments have shown that the piezoelectric properties of PZT ceramics 

fabricated by such techniques are promising, which implies such structures 

could be integrated within devices to produce microactuators or sensors [6]. 

Applications in facial reconstructive surgery have been in place for some time 

[7]. Despite the above, the manufacture of ultrasonic devices such as EMATs 

using MSL for use in non-destructive testing does· not seem to have been 

described in the literature. 

A wide range of applications could be envisaged for EMATs produced 

by MSL techniques. The main advantage is the ability to produce relatively 

complex EMA T coils. For example, the front face of the coil can be designed 

with a specific geometry to fit a given sample topography. This could 

subsequently reduce the coupling energy losses and improve the efficiency of 

transduction for complicated shapes. Another advantage is that this technology 

139 
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can produce complex coil designs, so that one-off prototypes can be produced 

and tested at minimal cost. 

The data obtained from these EMA Ts has been processed using the 

SAFT approach. SAFT was designed to overcome some of the limitations 

imposed by large physical apertures, and has been successfully applied in a 

broad range of imaging applications, such as radar [8], ultrasonic testing [9], 

geophysical exploration [10], concrete testing [11] etc. The synthetic aperture 

method is based on the concept of collecting data from many transmitter

receiver separations, so as to simulate a large transducer with much better 

resolution and SNR ratio. 

In the following, the MSL process used to fabricate EMATs is 

described, and this is followed by a description of the SAFT algorithm used to 

reconstruct images of data obtained from these EMATs. Finally, results are 

given, demonstrating that the EMATs can be used to perform NDE inspections. 

The work has been submitted as a journal paper in [12]. 

7.2 Micro-Stereolithography for EMAT Fabrication 

The EMATs were produced using a PERFACTORY® Mini SXGA 

Multi Lens MSL machine, shown schematically in Figure 7.1. This can be used 

to fabricate prototype EMA Ts by solidifying a methacrylate photopolymer resin 

in a series of pre-defined layers. This is achieved by shining light patterns onto 

the liquid, causing polymerisation to occur where required. Each new layer is 

added to the structure in tum. The advantage of this approach is that it uses a 

micro-mirror to form the light pattern, with software controlling the intensity 

distribution (and hence the solid shape) at each layer. The effective pixel size is 

approximately 24 J.Ull in the horizontal (XY) plane. The vertical tolerance is 10 

Jlffi., representing the minimum thickness of each layer in the vertical (2) 

direction. This enables the construction of extremely small and accurate three

dimensional models from computer-aided design (CAD) data. 

Solidworks™ 3D-CAD software was used to design and generate an 

MSL file for both spiral and meander-line EMATs. The spiral coil had 10 turns 
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of micro-stereolithography process used to fabricate 
EMA T coils. 

with an outer diameter of20 nun. The track width and clearance were both set at 

approximately 0.5 nun. The thickness of the photopolymer block upon which 

the coil was mounted was set at 5 mm. The meander-line was designed with 12 

turns, and was 30 mm long and 10 mm width. The meander-line pitch was 0.9 

mm. Figure 7.2 shows an example of the 3D-CAD model for these spiral and 

meander-line EMAT coils. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 7.2: 3D-CAD models of the types of EMA T coil constructed using MSL, these 
being (a) spiral and (b) meander-line geometries. 
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Figure 7.3 shows the process flow for the production of a spiral MA T. 

Note the spiral pattern of a circular EMA T is described by depressions on the 

surface. The part itself is essentially a block of solidified photopolymer (Figure 

7.3(a)) with surface detail corresponding to the required geometry of the 

EMA T. The surface of the photopolymer block is patterned such that depressed 

areas correspond to where metal will be required on the completed transducer. 

The complete EMA T architecture was realised using a combination of electro

deposition and polishing post-processing techniques applied to the basic 

structure produced by MSL. This was obtained by sputtering a conformal layer 

of gold over the surface of the block (Figure 7.3(b)). The final stage is polishing 

the surface of the block down to its 9riginal surface (Figure 7.3(c)), thereby 

removing the deposited gold from all raised areas, and leaving the required 

geometry of gold on the surface of the block. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 7.3: Process flow for production of a spiral EMAT. (a) MSL model is created, 
defining spiral EMAT architecture; (b) 200 nm planar layer of gold is sputtered over 
entire model; (c) model is polished to leave only depressions describing the spiral. 
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An example of an EMA T coil produced in this way is illustrated in 

Figure 7.4 (in this case a spiral coil EMAT shown in Figure 7.4(a) and 

meanderline EMAT shown in Figure 7.4(b)). 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 7.4: Example of EMA T coil manufactured using MSL, (a) a spiral EMA T and 
(b) meanderline EMAT 

The construction of the full device is shown in Figure 7.5. The coil was placed 

against the flat face of a cylindrical neodymium-iron-boron (Nd-Fe-B) sintered 

magnet, which had a maximum flux density Br of - 1.5 T. This provided a 

magnetic field primarily in the direction normal to the sample surface and the 

plane of the coil. The magnet was backed by a cylindrical steel block of 40 mm 

thickness and 25 mm diameter to decrease the demagnetising factor [13] , thus 

providing an increase in the normal component of the static magnetic field. 

7.3 Experimental Measurements of EMAT Performance 

The apparatus used to characterise the EMATs produced by mlcro

stereolithography (MSL) is shown in Figure 7.6. The EMAT receiver was 
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Figure 7.6: The experimental setup used for the characterisation of EMA Ts fabricated 
using MSL. 
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placed directly opposite a similar EMAT source in through-transmission across 

a 10 mm thick aluminium sample. The source EMAT was driven with a -400 V 

unipolar pulse from a Panametrics 5055PR pulser-receiver. A low-noise, high 

impedance preamp was attached to the EMA T receiver. The time domain 

waveform was then recorded on an Agilent 54622D digital oscilloscope, with 

1024 signal averages. 

Figure 7.7 shows an example of the received time signal (Figure 7.7(a» 

and the corresponding frequency spectra (Figure 7.7(b» for the three multiple 

shear wave arrivals (S I, S3 and S5). The first received component at -3.2 JlS 

corresponds to the radially polarised shear wave generated by the EMA T source 

that has propagated directly through the sample from source to receiver, giving 

a velocity of 3 I 65 ± 35 ms-I • The radial ultrasonic wave has a dominant 

frequency content centred at -2 MHz, extending to around 10 MHz. The third 

(S3) and fifth (S5) reflection echoes arrived at -9 J.I.S and 15 Jls. 
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[ 0.10 
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0.00 (b) 0 I 10 15 20 25 
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Figure 7. 7: Spiral-coil MSL EMATs in through-transmission. (aJ Received time signal, 
and (b) correspondingjrequency spectrum/or theftrst arrival S1. 
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All EMA Ts have lift-off effects associated with their operation, which 

causes a change in the effective impedance of the EMAT. Consequently, a 

phase shift in the output voltage of a receiving EMA T could be produced. This 

can cause errors when the EMA T is used for velocity 

measurements [1]. In addition, the sensitivity of the EMAT will generally 

decrease with the distance of the coil from the surface. To evaluate this effect, 

the receiver lift-off was varied from z = 0 to 5 mm, with a spatial resolution of 

0.1 mm. It was measured using a micrometer. The EMA T transmitter had a 

fixed air gap of 0.2 mm to the sample surface. Figure 7.8 shows the results, 

where the solid-line represents the actual experimental results and the dashed 

line corresponds to a curve fitted to the data. As expected [14], the drop in 

amplitude with increased lift-off was exponential, with the EMA Ts usable with 

gaps of up to 0.6 mm. 

0.18 
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0.14 - FittedcuMl 

0.12 

~ 
~ 0.10 
~ 
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Figure 7.8: Lift-off experimental result. 

To test the MSL EMATs further, the effect of changing the magnetic 

field strength was investigated. Here the solid-state magnets were replaced by a 

water-cooled electromagnet, constructed from enamelled 0.22 mm thick copper 

wire (134AWP) wound around a 20 mm diameter, 20 mm long mild steel core. 

A water-cooled unit was used to control the temperature at around 15 °C. The 

electromagnet was used to evaluate the sensitivity ofa spiral-coil EMAT source, 

by changing the magnitude of the bias magnetic field and detecting the change 
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in received amplitude, using the apparatus of Figure 7.6 with a fixed receiver. 

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the first arrival (S 1 in Figure 7.7) was plotted as 

a function of magnetic field strength, measured using a Hall probe, the results 

being shown in Figure 7.9. This shows that the efficiency of a spiral MSL 

EMA T was proportional to the square of the magnetic field strength. 
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Figure 7.9: The influence of magnetic field strength on the spiral-coil EMAT 
performance. 

EMATs can generate high intensity signals when driven by tone-burst 

signals. EMATs generally behave as inductive loads, and the EMA T impedance 

for a particular driving frequency can be altered using capacitors in parallel with 

the coil to better match to the output impedance of a power amplifier. The 

proper design of impedance matching networks requires knowledge of the 

impedance of both the driver and receiver and the EMAT. It is thus important to 

be able to estimate the inductance of a spiral EMA T coil made using the MSL 

approach. This was measured using the circuit of Figure 7.10(a) for different 

numbers of turns of a spiral coil EMA T, and the results plotted as shown in 

Figure 7.10(b). The results show that the coil inductance increases as a function 

of the square of the number of turns, while the coil resistance increases linearly. 

The EMA T coils produced using MSL technology are thus behaving as 

expected. 

The above measurements all used the spiral coil EMA T geometry, 

whereas interesting directivity effects can be produced using meander-line 
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Figure 7.10: (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental circuit to measure EMAT coil 
inductance. (b) Spiral-coil EMAT inductance as afunction of the number of turns in the 

coil. 

geometries (Figure 7.t(b) and Figure 7.4(b». Directivity patterns were 

measured using a semi-cylindrical sample of aluminium, whose diameter was 

200 mm with an axial length of 100 mm. The meander-line EMAT was located 

on the middle of the flat surface. The Shear-vertical (SV) wave [15] thus 

generated was detected by a spiral-coil EMAT receiver, scanned at () = 5° 

intervals around the cylindrical surface. The results for a meander-line spacing 

(I) of 0.9 mm is shown in Figure 7.11, where the received frequency spectra at 

various angles are displayed together, with the lighter regions representing 

higher received amplitudes. It will be seen that the frequency at which the signal 

amplitude is a maximum is a function of angle. Theory states that for a metal 

with a given longitudinal velocity (c) there should be maximum signal radiated 

at some angle given by [15]: 

c 
sin(}=--

2/xf 
(7.1) 
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The predictions of this equation are also shown as the dotted line in Figure 7. 11 , 

in good agreement with the experimental data. 

Frequency (MHz) 

Figure 7.11: Frequency and SV propagation angle of different meanderline conductor 
spacing. of 0.9 mm. 

The directivity at a particular frequency was also measured using a tone

burst signal at selected frequencies. Figures 7.12(a) - (e) shows the results for 

SV shear mode, over a range of () from 30° - 70° respectively, for a meander

line transmitter with I = 0.9 mm. The broadest main-lobes are the 30° and 70° 

propagated angles, and they correspond to a -6 dB level of approximately 23 ° 

and 29° respectively. The main lobes for the other angles are sharper. However, 

it can be seen that shear wave beam steering was accomplished successfully 

using this EMAT design. This was obtained by using different frequencies with 

a fixed meander-line spacing. 

7.4 Imaging Using Synthetic Aperture Focussing Technique 

Experiments have been performed using an MSL meander-line source 

and a spiral-coil EMAT as a receiver, to demonstrate that the new fabrication 

technology could lead to practical imaging systems. The algorithm and software 

used to implement Synthetic Aperture Focussing Technique (SAFT) imaging in 

this study can be found in [16). Figure 7. I 3 shows the experimental setup used. 
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Figure 7.12: Directivity patterns for a meander-line EMAT source with I = 0.9 mm. (a) 
0= 30 ° (b) 0 = 40 ° (c) 0 = SO ° (d) 0 = 60 ° and (e) 8= 70~ 

The meander-line transmitter was driven with a tone-burst signal from a 

WaveTek-191 signal generator, providing a peak-to-peak amplitude of 500 mY, 

which was subsequently amplified using an ENI A-300 power amplifier with a 

typical gain of 55 dB. The position of the spiral-coil EMAT receiver was 

controlled by a single linear scanning stage. The received signal was amplified 

using a low-noise preamp with a typical gain of 62 dB. A second-order 

Butterworth high-pass filter was used to remove some of the low-frequency 

noise. The digital waveform data was recorded using a Tektronix TDS430 

digital oscilloscope, and the data transferred to a PC via the IEEE-488 (GPIB) 

interface controlled by LabviewTM. 

A typical ultrasonic waveform is presented in Figure 7.14, which shows 

the reflected signal (both waveform and spectrum) from a cylindrical hole of 15 

mm diameter. The transmitter and receiver EMA Ts were separated by -100 

mm' and driven with a 2.15 MHz tone-burst signal. This gave an angled beam 
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Figure 7.13: Experimental setup usedfor SAFT imaging. 
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Figure 7.14: A shear-vertical wave reflectedfrom an artificial circular defect using 
MSL EMA Ts. The source was driven by a high power tone-burst with a centre 

frequency of 2.15 MHz. (a) The time received waveform, and (b) the corresponded 
frequency spectrum. 
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from the source at B -60° to the normal, with the total travel path length being 

-120 mm. As can be seen the artificial defect was easily detected. 

SAFT imaging was now performed. With the transmitter fixed at one 

location, the receiver was moved in steps of 1 mm away from the transmitter 

and waveforms recorded at each point. The process was then repeated until data 

was collected over a range of angular source position (45°_65°). SAFT images 

obtained from a cylindrical hole of 10 mm diameter, centred at a depth of 37.5 

mm, are shown in Figures 7.15(a) and (b) for two EMAT receiver diameters of 

10 mm and 5 mm respectively. The position of the defect is indicated by the 

white circle on the image. The peak amplitude in the image is located at x = 125 

mm and z = 32.5 mm in each case, which is its true position. Despite the 

complexity and low SNR of the transmitted signals, the position of the flaw can 

be directly read from the image. For the larger receiver, the SNR was better but 

the resultant spatial resolution not as good, as might be expected. An experiment 

was also performed for a 5 mm diameter defect, the result being shown in 

Figure 7.16. Note that the size of the focussing ellipse has decreased compared 

to the one obtained in Figure 7.15, as expected for a smaller diameter EMAT 

receiver. 

7.5 Conclusions 

This work has demonstrated that rapid prototyping techniques can be 

used for the fabrication of EMA Ts. The EMAT coil pattern was created using 

an MSL process, and the complete EMAT architecture was produced using a 

combination of electro-deposition and polishing post-processing techniques. 

Two types of practical devices for different kinds of elastic wave generation 

were constructed and used to make ultrasonic measurements. These devices 

were characterised in terms of bandwidth and directivity, using both meander

line and spiral-coil geometries for shear wave generation. The detection of 

reflections from artificial defects was demonstrated, and their use in a SAFT 

imaging system led to the successful reconstruction of images. These MSL 

EMATs are likely to have many applications in NDE, as they can be made in a 
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Figure 7. J 5: SAFT image of a 10 mm through-hole defect (shown as the white circle) 
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Figure 7. J 6: SAFT reconstructed image of a 5 mm through-hole defect, located at 
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wide variety of shapes and sizes in a reproducible fashion. The use and 

complexity of possible EMA T configurations can become easier with the MSL 

technology increases, and it can also incorporate the electronics and magnets 

into the design. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 General Conclusions 

In general, it can be concluded that signal processing techniques can 

improve the operation of EMATs. As was shown in the main chapters of this 

thesis, the use of pulse compression can alleviate the noise problem while 

improving the resolution. The result can enhance the reliability and validity of 

EMATs measurements. Using devices such as EMATs with wavelet processing 

allows retaining more of the redundant information due to modes 

superimposing, and reflections interference, empowering the ability to separate 

desired from undesired signals. 

This chapter includes the conclusions from each section of the thesis, so 

that the reader may review the major achievements and outline of each. It 

finishes with a discussion of the most useful directions for subsequent work to 

take. 

8.2 Conclusions for each Chapter 

Chapter 1 in this thesis introduced some of the existing problems in 

EMATs. Despite the obvious attraction of their non-contact nature, EMATs 

have not yet found wide application, due to the poor signal-to-ratios, poor 

measurement spatial resolution caused by the large aperture size, mode mixing, 

etc. The proposed signal processing techniques to resolve the problems were 

described. 

Chapter 2 gave a literature review of EMAT technology. The chapter 

gave a historical review and background to EMA Ts. The chapter also finished 

with some of the available EMAT configurations designed to date. 
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Chapter 3 has shown that pulse-compression signal processing 

techniques can be applied to EMA Ts, to improve some of the major weakness 

of EMA Ts, leading to a wide range of possible applications. This chapter has 

demonstrated that measurements of various thicknesses of metal plates can be . 

conducted, with a high accuracy. This chapter also showed that the use of the 

pulse-compression processing technique reduces the amount of averaging 

required for ~ata acquisition and thus improves the time taken for imaging and 

real time measurements. The resolution of the image obtained using the pulse

compression approach was also improved compared to a transient pulse signal 

from Panametrics pulser/receiver. It is thus suggested that the combination of 

EMATs and pUlse-compression can lead to a wide range of online applications 

where fast time acquisition is required. 

Chapter 4 described a pair of non-contact EMATs to generate and detect 

ultrasonic waves across beverage containers. A planar spiral EMAT prototype 

was designed and fabricated using PCB techniques. EMATs generate and 

receive elastic waves within the metallic can wall, and do not require any 

coupling, which allows a high degree of accuracy for time of arrival 

measurements. It was shown that ultrasonic wave propagation in a typical 

beverage container is complex due to geometrical considerations. Multiple 

acoustic modes (e.g. symmetrical Lamb modes (so), shear horizontal SH modes, 

and longitudinal (L) modes) were shown to be present when conventional 

transient pulse excitation was used, and the presence of So and SH modes was 

seen to prevent the required through-transmitted longitudinal (L) 'wave from 

being identified at all locations. Pulse-compression signal processing was thus 

employed for mode extraction while maintaining a high resolution and good 

signal-to-noise ratio. 

The application of the pUlse-compression signal processing technique to 

EMATs was also used to determine the location of water-oil interface in the 

container. The destructive interference at the boundary location was due to the 

mismatch of acoustic impedance between different media. The resolution 

obtained via arrival time was better than that obtained using attenuation, thought 

to be due mainly to the finite aperture of the EMATs. 

Fan-beam tomography was also employed for tomographic imaging of 

the size and location of solid objects in a cylindrical container. Here the use of 
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mode extraction was seen to lead to clear images from the L mode, even though 

guided wave signals in the container wall were still present. This indicates that 

the combination of pUlse-compression and mode extraction, when applied to 

EMAT transducers for the testing of fluid-filled containers, gives a distinct 

advantage over other forms of testing such objects. 

In chapter 5, a Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) has been used to 

characterise Lamb wave group velocity dispersion from broadband signals in 

plates. Two approaches were described in this chapter. The main one was the 

use of a continuous wavelet transform using a Gaussian wavelet, followed by 

Hilbert Transform. This method leads to good results. The other approach was 

to use Mortlet wavelet. This was also investigated for mode isolations. Direct 

comparisons were made with two approaches. 

The use of a pair of non-contact EMATs to generate Lamb waves 

containing both zero and higher order modes was investigated. These multiple 

modes were superimposed on each other in the time-domain waveform. The 

CWT was able to separate these modes in time-frequency space, a process 

known as mode extraction, to allow dispersion measurements to be made. 

The arrival times were then used with the known propagation distance to 

calculate the group velocity dispersion. The agreement between the time

frequency measured dispersion and the known theoretical dispersion curves for 

aluminium was excellent. The EMA T system was also used for tomographic 

imaging using Lamb waves. It was demonstrated that the performance was 

better for the higher order al and SI modes than for the So mode. Although 

amplitude-based data was found to give the best images in terms of dynamic 

range and signal-to-noise ratio, other methods using the frequency-shift of a 

given mode, or a change in mode arrival time, were also demonstrated. 

Chapter 5 concluded that the wavelet transform approach is very useful 

when wide bandwidth measurements are made, such as when EMATs are used, 

and where more than one acoustic mode is present. It allows the modes to be 

identified so that one particular mode can be chosen easily from the complicated 

time waveform. This approach is likely to be useful for many other applications 

where reflections and multiple modes are likely to be encountered. The most 

noticeable difference between the two wavelet approaches is the fine frequency 

structure using the MorIet wavelet. The Mexican hat is real-valued and captures 
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both the positive and negative oscillations of the time series as separate peaks. 

The results follow by the Hilbert Transform combines both positive and 

negative peaks into a single broad peak. The Morlet is a complex wavelet in 

nature and contains both the magnitude and phase information. Hence, the 

resultant wavelet power combines both positive and negative peaks into a single 

sharp peak. The use of the Morlet wavelet would produce a plot similar to that 

from the Mexican hat approach. Overall, the same features appear in both plots, 

approximately at the same locations. 

Chapter 6 described a pair of EMATs that has been used for the 

generation and detection of Lamb waves on steel sheets. The group velocity of 

the zero-order asymmetric and symmetric Lamb wave mode ao and so, as well as 

the a1 and S2 of higher-order Lamb wave mode have been measured on metal 

sheets as a function of angle to the rolling direction. Multiple Lamb mode 

generation and detection was predicted using the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency 

relationship, and it has shown a good agreement with experimental results. The 

overlapping modes within the signal were further identified using the Short

Time Fourier Transform (STFT). Although the first-order symmetric Lamb 

wave mode (SI) has not been detected, the use of smaller coil spacing can 

improve the detection of SI as was indicated by the dispersion curves. The 

Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) was employed to extract the information 

required to evaluate the texture characteristics of metal sheets. The exact 

orientation distribution coefficients (ODCs) values obtained in the experiments 

have been used for comparison with the theoretical fit. It is thus possible to 

extract the ODCs with 95% degree of confidence. This can be used as an 

indication of the suitability of the metal for cold forming technique. 

The influence of dispersion on the texture measurements was quantified 

using the So fundamental mode. An experiment was performed for ideal 

measurements of phase velocity, and this is used to serve as an accurate 

reference to the measurements made on a thicker sheet. The perfect phase 

velocity experiment has a thickness-wavelength ratio of -0.03, and the thicker 

sheet experiment has a thickness-wavelength ratio· of -0.22. This resulted in 

small but statistically significant deviations from the predicted anisotropy. The 

asymmetric zero (so and ao) and higher order (al and S2) modes were chosen to 

compare the entire experimental dataset obtained from the So mode. The ao 
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mode appeared to have a similar velocity angular dependent pattern. The highest 

velocities for both So and ao modes occurred in directions perpendicular to the 

rolling direction. The al mode has a ±90o shift velocity angular dependent 

pattern compared to the So mode. Interestingly, the So mode has the largest 

variation of the group velocity against the angular axis, and the al mode has the 

least. The directivity pattern observed using the amplitude is mostly due to the 

effect of birefringence. 

Chapter 7 has demonstrated that rapid prototyping techniques can be 

used for the fabrication of EMATs. The EMA T coil pattern was created using 

an MSL process, and the complete EMAT architecture was produced using a 

combination of electro-deposition and polishing post-processing techniques. 

Two types of practical devices for different kinds of elastic wave generation 

were constructed and used to make ultrasonic measurements. These devices 

were characterised in terms of bandwidth and directivity, using both meander

line and spiral-coil geometries for shear wave generation. The detection of 

reflections from artificial defects was demonstrated, and their use in a SAFT 

imaging system led to the successful reconstruction of images. These MSL 

EMATs are likely to have many applications in NDE, as they can be made in a 

wide variety of shapes and sizes in a reproducible fashion. The use and 

complexity of possible EMA T configurations can become easier with the MSL 

technology increases, and it can also incorporate the electronics and magnets 

into the design. 

8.3 Future Work 

It is felt that the work presented in this thesis has contributed to the 

development of EMAT technology. It is hoped that it will prove useful in the 

development of future NDE applications. For future work, this could be 

extended in several ways. 

Pulse compression techniques described in this thesis can be expanded 

with different coded waveforms to optimise applications. It is hoped that the 

techniques can be implemented in hardware for real online inspection. Thus, 
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future applications should focus on moving samples, which are usually difficult 

to inspect using piezoelectric transducers. 

Wavelet transform signal processing techniques can be applied to 

EMATs in many different samples. Future work could thus include the use of 

the technique for samples exhibiting high attenuation and scattering. It is hope 

that the discrimination between the noise and signals are still noticeable under 

these difficult situations, and that EMA T systems and techniques can open up 

more opportunities for Lamb wave NDE applications and imaging. 

The fabrication ofEMATs using micro-stereo lithography (MSL) can be 

extended to produce smaller EMA Ts, and potentially EMA T arrays, for used in 

more NDE applications. It is hope that the technique can produce micro-EMATs 

to improve resolution. It is also thought that more complicated coils could be 

fabricated using this technology. It is also evident that this MSL technique could 

have uses in other NDE technologies, including eddy currents and ultrasonics 

arrays, etc. 
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